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BEST SEINFELD REFERENCE BOOK ON THE MARKETWRITTEN BY A SEINFELD
EXPERTIMPROVED, EXPANDED AND UPDATED ON DECEMBER 13, 2021NO OTHER
BOOK OR INTERNET SOURCE IS AS ACCURATE, THOROUGH, AND COMPLETEWritten by
an authoritative expert, Seinfeld Reference: The Complete Encyclopedia is the most thoroughly
comprehensive book ever written about the show. Every fact has been painstakingly researched
to provide the most complete and accurate information. Finally, there is a reference book that
can be trusted. Seinfeld Reference is a literary masterpiece that commemorates the show once
voted the Greatest TV Series of All-Time by TV Guide.Seinfeld Reference commences with a
timeless historical overview of the series, from its precarious inception to its multibillion dollar
syndicated deal, and is followed by exhaustively researched and remarkably in-depth
biographies of the show's creators and costars—Larry David, Jerry Seinfeld, Jason Alexander,
Michael Richards, and Julia Louis-Dreyfus.The next section contains ingenious and entertaining
biographies of the show’s primary fictional characters—Jerry Seinfeld, George Costanza,
Cosmo Kramer, and Elaine Benes. The arrangement offers thorough descriptions of each
character’s persona and personal life utilizing a format similar to an actor biography.Even more
remarkable is the incredibly meticulous guide written for all 180 episodes, which includes the
most relevant reference material: cast and technical credits, episode titles, original air dates,
production codes, writers and directors, plot synopses, featured subplots, and supporting cast,
including guest stars.The final three sections make the reference book complete. One chapter is
devoted to all the major industry nominations and awards that were presented to Seinfeld during
its nine-year run. There is an episode index so fans can easily locate their favorite show, and
lastly, an exhaustive general index to assist readers in finding practically anything and anyone in
this thoroughly comprehensive reference book.Seinfeld Reference is an essential book for
serious fans of the show but equally enthralling for the casual viewer. Nearly every imaginable
question about the show, actors, characters or episodes is painstakingly covered in this book.
Photos included,● ● ● ● ●Dennis Bjorklund is an accomplished and well-respected television
authority with over 30 years experience. He provides literary contributions to numerous
entertainment magazines and television programs, and is the only television scholar to write
comprehensive books on Seinfeld and Cheers. Enjoy all of his television-related books:●
Seinfeld Reference: The Complete Encyclopedia, 30th Anniversary Edition● Seinfeld Trivia:
Everything About Nothing● Seinfeld Trivia: Everything About Nothing, Multiple Choice●
Seinfeld Trivia: Everything About Nothing, Challenging● Seinfeld Secrets: 1500 Fun Facts About
the Show● Seinfeld Ultimate Episode Guide● Cheers TV Show: A Comprehensive Reference●
Cheers Trivia: It’s a Little Known Fact...● Friends TV Show Secrets: Amazing Fun Facts About
the Show● The Big Bang Theory TV Show: Trivia Quiz & Fun Facts, Casual Fan● The Big Bang
Theory TV Show: Trivia Quiz & Fun Facts, Challenging● Modern Family TV Show: Trivia Quiz &
Fun Facts, Casual Fan● Modern Family TV Show: Trivia Quiz & Fun Facts, ChallengingThe



author continues to reside in California to remain close to the heart of network television
programming.

“Not simply a how-to book, Selling Art without Galleries is a hands-on guidebook to daily life in
the complex and sometimes murky world of the art market.” —Sculpture Magazine“Not simply a
how-to book, Selling Art without Galleries is a hands-on guidebook to daily life in the complex
and sometimes murky world of the art market.” —Sculpture Magazine --This text refers to the
paperback edition.About the AuthorDaniel Grant is the author of several books, including The
Business of Being an Artist, Fifth Edition, and How to Grow as an Artist (all published by Allworth
Press). He taught at Lyme Academy College of Fine Arts, and he writes for the Wall Street
Journal and Sculpture magazine, among numerous other publications. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.From the AuthorDaniel Grant, a contributing editor for American Artist
magazine, is the author of six books, including The Artist’s Guide—Making It in New York City,
The Business of Being an Artist, How to Grow as an Artist, and The Fine Artist’s Career Guide.
His articles and essays have appeared in many major publications. He lives in Amherst,
Massachusetts. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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(1990)Season Two (1990-91)Season Three (1991-92)Season Four (1992-93)Season Five
(1993-94)Season Six (1994-95)Season Seven (1995-96)Season Eight (1996-97)Season Nine
(1997-98)Industry Nominations and AwardsThe Seinfeld Chronicles: Pilot (1989)Season One
(1990)Season Two (1990-91)Season Three (1991-92)Season Four (1992-93)Season Five
(1993-94)Season Six (1994-95)Season Seven (1995-96)Season Eight (1996-97)Season Nine
(1997-98)* * * * *AUTHOR BIOGRAPHYFor over 25 years author Dennis Bjorklund has been an
accomplished and well-respected television authority who published many small screen books
covering some of the best sitcoms in history. In addition to writing books, the author provides
literary contributions to numerous entertainment magazines, and provides interviews as an
authoritative expert for E! Entertainment and the Biography Channel.He is the only television
scholar to write thoroughly comprehensive books on Cheers and Seinfeld, which makes
Bjorklund the only authoritative expert on these situation comedies. Here is the list of available
books related to Cheers and Seinfeld that have been written by Bjorklund:Seinfeld Reference:
The Complete Encyclopedia, 30th Anniversary EditionSeinfeld Trivia: Everything About Nothing,
Multiple ChoiceSeinfeld Trivia: Everything About Nothing, ChallengingSeinfeld Secrets: 1500
Fun Facts About the ShowSeinfeld Ultimate Episode GuideSeinfeld Episode Guide: Ultimate
Guide About NothingCheers TV Show: A Comprehensive ReferenceCheers Trivia: It’s a Little
Known Fact...Toasting Cheers: An Episode Guide to the 1982-1993 SeriesThe author continues
to reside in California to remain close to the heart of network television programming.* * * *
*CONCEPT TO EPILOGUEIn the annals of television history, Seinfeld will be forever
remembered as the perennial, preeminent situation comedy of its decade. Its groundbreaking
series format redefined plot-driven scripts and became a model for innumerable copycat
sitcoms that hoped to capitalize on this new formula for success. Although the series may
appear to have been unfailing and destined for immortality, in the beginning there was a distinct
possibility that Seinfeld would suffer a quick, painless extinction, and be forever buried in the
perpetual list of short-run sitcoms. Fortunately, NBC was committed to the project and ordained
Seinfeld with the best timeslot in primetime programming. Without either, the show would have
been history, instead of making it.CreatorsLarry David. The mastermind behind the show,
Lawrence Gene David, was born in 1947. He and his older brother Ken grew up in Sheepshead
Bay (Brooklyn, New York) where their father, Mortimer Julius “Morty” David, was a menswear
salesman and their mother, Rose (born as Regina Brandes), was a housewife. David had a
wonderful childhood consisting of rambunctiousness in a synagogue and an appreciation for
The Phil Silvers Show and Abbott and Costello. He graduated from Sheepshead Bay High
School and continued his education at the University of Maryland. He did not fit into the 1960s
scene because drugs scared him, and women’s clothing was a sexual turnoff to him because it
lacked individuality. After graduating college with a history degree in 1970, David moved back to
Brooklyn and enlisted in the United States Army Reserve. He briefly worked with a bra
wholesaler before moving onto other occupations such as paralegal, taxicab driver, and private
chauffeur.At age 25, David enrolled in acting classes in Manhattan. Acting made him ill at ease,



but when an improvised monologue made classmates laugh, he thought, “Hey—that’s for me.
That’s what I want. I want a laugh.” By 1974 he started performing stand-up comedy, but found it
difficult because his style did not mesh with audience expectations. According to David, it was
overly commercialized; people wanted mainstream comedy that was suitable for television and
easily relatable. This was not his style. In addition, he suffered from histrionic personality
disorder; if he did not receive the undivided attention of every patron, and they did not laugh
enough (or at the right moment) he would fulminate and storm offstage. Moreover, the audience
never accepted his esoteric, sullen humor. His comedy was angst-driven, bitter and wrathful.
David inevitably bombed at clubs because he heckled the crowd for not understanding his dark
and brooding cerebral jokes. During the stand-up comedy years, he supplemented his income
by working as an historian, store clerk, and limousine driver.Larry David’s headshot from Fridays
(circa 1981)David honed his comedy skills by writing for multidimensional late-night shows. He
was an actor-writer on Fridays (1980-82) and a writer for Saturday Night Live (1984-85) where
only one of his skits aired during the entire season—at 12:50am when no one was watching. It
was David’s connections to both shows that provided invaluable contacts with two future
Seinfeld costars, Michael Richards (Fridays) and Julia Louis-Dreyfus (SNL).Larry David met
Laurie Lennard (b. 1958) in 1986 in New York City. He was a struggling stand-up comedian, and
she was a talent scout for Late Night with David Letterman. She saw David perform and thought
he was hysterically funny so she tried to schedule him on the show but Letterman did not
approve. They went on two dates and then she blew him off. When they met by chance on the
street six months later, she apologized and wanted to be friends. He agreed because “he had
this strategy that if he had enough women friends, maybe one of them would get to know him,
and they would like him.”It worked. After three years of friendship, they were hanging out in her
apartment when he accidentally dropped gum in her hair. While fumbling to extract the gum, he
leaned over and kissed her. They were engaged two weeks later, but it took three years before
they actually wed since David believed marriage would kill his comedic instincts, and he
contracted hives whenever they entered a jewelry store. However, a very strong martini and
impromptu flight to Las Vegas sealed the deal.After working for Late Night with David Letterman
as a researcher and talent coordinator from 1983 to 1987, Lennard managed comics such as
Chris Elliott, Carol Leifer, and Jonathan Katz. With their engagement, Lennard and David moved
to Los Angeles—he worked on Seinfeld and she produced Get a Life starring Chris Elliott.
Thereafter she became vice president of comedy development for a division of Fox
Broadcasting and developed sitcoms for 20th Century Fox TV. In 1998 she produced the film
Sour Grapes which marked David’s debut as a feature film writer and director. By the mid-2000s
she gravitated toward environmental activism, producing numerous documentaries, most
notably Oscar-winning An Inconvenient Truth (2006). In 2007 she filed for divorce and still
remains a highly regarded environmental activist.After Seinfeld, David wrote and directed his
first feature film, Sour Grapes, which was an elongated Seinfeld episode with interweaving
subplots and deconstructive comedy with a dark edge. The movie bombed at the box office,



earning a paltry $123,000, and met fiercely negative reviews. The film made it on the 2000 list of
Roger Ebert’s most hated films. In his review, he remarked, “I can’t easily remember a film I’ve
enjoyed less.” David’s ego could not handle the criticism so he never made another film. Instead,
in 2000 he returned to his root of success by creating and starring in the HBO comedy Curb Your
Enthusiasm. The series was critically acclaimed and achieved award-winning success. A typical
sitcom produced 22 episodes per year, but David worked at his leisure producing only 90
episodes over a period of nearly two decades. The tenth season is scheduled to premiere in
2020. For many Larry David fans, his near-perfect impersonation of presidential candidate
Bernie Sanders on seven memorable Saturday Night Live episodes from 2015 to 2017 will be
remembered for a lifetime.Jerry Seinfeld. The other invaluable cocreator, Jerry Seinfeld, worked
tirelessly on the series—16 hours a day, 7 days a week. He awoke at 6am, spent the entire day
at the studio, returned home by 10pm and was in bed 30 minutes later. In the early years he
spent late evenings performing at a local comedy club to test new material for the show.
However, with the pressure of success and the time commitment necessary to ensure episodic
quality, Seinfeld eliminated comedy bits to concentrate on scriptwriting.His career commitment
and dedication transcended any interest in a personal life or romantic relationship. Seinfeld
openly admitted being most passionate about his career, which inevitably caused friction in his
romantic relationships. Besides acting, script revising, directing some segments, and producing
the series, Seinfeld also functioned as the syndication editor to trim 60 seconds from the show
before packaging it to television stations for future rerun airings.As a performer, Seinfeld was
generous and selfless. He did not hoard jokes—he distributed them conscientiously and equally
to each costar. Seinfeld willingly conceded humorous lines to other actors, especially if he
believed that they would better deliver the witticism. Offstage, he was equally gracious and
charitable. Seinfeld shared the success and wealth of his endeavors and truly appreciated the
input of everyone who helped generate his good fortune.Initial NegotiationsIn 1988 Rick Ludwin,
NBC senior vice president of specials, primetime series and late night, was instructed to find the
next Jay Leno. As he began compiling a list of possible candidates, Seinfeld’s manager, George
Shapiro, had repeatedly inquired about getting his client a show on the network. Seinfeld had
several marketable characteristics—he was highly praised by Johnny Carson and his comedic
successor, received an American Comedy Award, and garnered mass public appeal with
straight-laced routines (he reportedly earned up to $25,000 per weekend at comedy clubs).
Thus, when his comedy act appeared in New York City’s Town Hall, Shapiro extended an
invitation to NBC, and Ludwin made a point to attend the performance.After the show, NBC
executives approached Seinfeld about appearing in a 90-minute television special. NBC
President Brandon Tartikoff scheduled an initial meeting with Shapiro and Seinfeld for
Wednesday, November 2, 1988, which also included head of development, Warren Littlefield,
and Ludwin. NBC was immediately in competition as Seinfeld was asked to host Mystery
Science Theatre 3000 but he turned it down to pursue a deal with NBC. Although the NBC terms
were vague and possibilities infinite, the parties kicked around several ideas but seemed to



narrow it down to a talk show or comedy special. The preliminary name for the program was
“The Jerry Seinfeld Show.” Seinfeld was never keen on the idea of a talk show so he gravitated
toward a comedy special. The only thing he knew for sure—he wanted to be himself and do his
comedy. Since he had no ideas about a television special, Seinfeld thought David might be a
good brainstorming partner.His first Larry David encounter was in 1975 when Seinfeld was
flirting with the idea of being a comedian. While parked in front of the Improv on 9th Avenue and
44th Street, Seinfeld decided to eavesdrop on a conversation between what he considered real
comedians (David and an unknown companion) as they leaned on the fender of his 1973 Fiat
128 SL. Seinfeld and David formally met nearly three years later in Catch a Rising Star on 1st
Avenue and 78th Street and could not stop talking. They immediately shared a comedic
connection of observational humor and discussing virtually any human perplexity, as long as it
was something that did not interest other people. They were also linked by similar backgrounds,
namely being raised a New York City Jew. They had one stark difference—their style, demeanor
and approach to comedy. Seinfeld offered a straight-laced, amiable, innocuous comedy and had
an intense desire to succeed. David was acerbic, hypersensitive to criticism, insecure, and had
an intense fear of failure. Seinfeld idolized David who was perceived as a real comedian but the
feeling was not mutual because David did not respect Seinfeld’s commercialized observational
style of comedy. In his mind, Seinfeld was a sellout. Nevertheless, the pair became comedy
friends, helping each other with their stand-up material.Their first joint creative collaboration
came about haphazardly a decade later. At the birthday party of Carol Leifer, one of the few
women in their inner circle of comedian friends, Seinfeld read aloud some material David had
written for her in lieu of a gift. Seinfeld recalled, “I got big laughs reading this routine, and it was
the first time that I thought his material really works well with my voice.” Thus, when Seinfeld was
considering a writer for his television special, Larry David (who had previously worked on
Fridays and Saturday Night Live) came to mind. David was the only person he knew with writing
experience so Seinfeld naturally gravitated toward his hero and offered the nearly destitute
comedian a cowriting fee of $18,000, whether it aired or not. The only thing they needed was an
idea.Pilot ConceptOne night in late November, after performing at Catch a Rising Star on the
Upper East Side, Seinfeld and David shared a cab home but decided to stop for groceries along
the way. They wandered into Lee’s Market, a Korean bodega on the corner of 78th Street and
First Avenue, and exchanged banter about various products (e.g., Korean jelly and cereal).
While waiting to pay, they joked about products near the register, specifically unlabeled
cellophane-wrapped fig bars that looked like somebody made them in their basement. At that
moment, David turned to Seinfeld and said, “This is what the show should be—this is the kind of
dialogue that we should do on the show.” The next night, after performing at a club, the pair went
to a diner and swapped ideas on potential television specials.They rehashed ideas at the
Westway Diner at 614 Ninth Avenue and began writing material at Tom’s Restaurant on the
corner of 112th Street and Broadway. The goal was to focus on the subtle nuances of life—the
minutiae that comprises our existence. Their original idea was to film Seinfeld and a comedian



friend over the course of a few days or weeks to document how he would turn his everyday
experiences into stand-up material, and at the end of the show Seinfeld would perform a
comedy routine to illustrate the comedic source for the jokes. Seinfeld pitched the idea to NBC
(including the fig bar incident) as part of a one-camera, documentary-style show. The network
approved the proposal, envisioning a 90-minute special called “Seinfeld’s Stand-Up Diary” to air
in place of Saturday Night Live during a rerun week.As the comedic team further developed the
documentary special, Seinfeld realized that the concept could not sustain a 90-minute segment;
he could only handle 30 minutes at best. After discussing the options with David, they thought a
22-minute sitcom pilot would be a unique means of conveying their comic humor in a forum
outside the realm of a comedy club. A situation comedy offered more panache than a run-of-the-
mill talk show or blasé showcase of comedians performing stand-up acts. Their first sitcom idea
involved two stand-up comedians much like themselves who used their banal existence as
comedic fodder. It essentially paralleled the 90-minute documentary but on a condensed scale.
To compensate for his limited acting abilities, the show was intended to have Seinfeld portray
himself as a comedian. This would allow the script to be written using his voice and unique
comedic delivery which contrasted well with David’s astringent dialogue. By February 1989 they
had written a 30-minute script: Seinfeld would play himself, and an experienced actor would play
David (who preferred to work behind the scenes) as they discussed the minutiae of their lives
and turn it into comedy.When the comedy partners pitched the sitcom idea to NBC, there was no
concept behind the show—nothing intrinsically funny about the situation, no thread, and no high
concept. As Seinfeld noted, the pitch was plain and simple: “Two guys talking. This was the idea.”
Contrary to popular belief, and as portrayed in “The Pitch” episode, Seinfeld and David did not
proclaim it was “a show about nothing.” This became a media label after the series was
established. Before NBC even suggested changes to comport with more traditional television
standards, Larry David was adamant about artistic integrity, authorial independence, and
creative autonomy. According to Seinfeld, the initial NBC pitch meeting was aptly depicted in
“The Pitch” episode. The meeting turned noticeably tense because NBC executives were not
impressed with the proposal and suggested a standardized, three-camera sitcom. They were
particularly unimpressed with Larry David but understood that retaining Seinfeld meant having to
tolerate David.Network executives reluctantly gave consent to write a draft script. It was initially
titled Stand-Up. The writing team quickly realized that if they wanted to do a sitcom, they would
need a studio to finance production. Fortunately, Seinfeld’s manager, George Shapiro had a
familial connection to Castle Rock Entertainment. His cousin, Rob Reiner, of All in the Family
fame had recently cofounded Castle Rock Entertainment so Shapiro used his influence to broker
a deal for the production company to produce the proposed sitcom.Seinfeld and David wrote
and rewrote but quickly acknowledged that their episodic conceptualization, though theoretically
feasible, was pragmatically insurmountable. The pair could not formulate an episode solely on
how a comedian generated stand-up jokes. Instead they changed the format to write a pilot plot
that would utilize and comport with Seinfeld’s preexisting comedy routines.When they eventually



submitted a preliminary script, network executives were unsure whether or not to produce the
pilot. Historically, sitcoms were premised on situational problems—teenage pregnancy, disliked
boyfriend, mother-in-law visit, etc.—so executives balked at noncompliant scripts. Although NBC
was not wholeheartedly sold on the project, Ludwin became a loyal ally and an indispensable
champion of their cause. According to Warren Littlefield, senior and executive vice president of
NBC Entertainment, after the meeting “we all said, ah what the hell, let’s try a pilot on this thing
and see what happens.” The pilot was then titled StandUp.The pilot episode had four stand-up
routines but the closing monologue was the sole basis for the script plot—reading relationship
signals. The other three comedy clips were incongruously thrust into a well-premised plot; it
appeared as if additional set locations were created to justify their inclusion. The first interstitial
segment discussed the need for people to go out so Jerry and George met at a coffee shop, and
the second bit delved into laundry issues—washing machines being a clothes nightclub, socks
escaping from the dryer, and bloody garments—so the main characters waited in a laundromat.
Finally, there was a stand-up performance on men not knowing what women need, which tied
into the relationship signals theme, but segued into a lengthy discourse on cotton balls. There
was a brief mention of comparing dating to a job interview but that was only tangentially relevant
because Jerry and Laura had only met once while he was on the road so they were not
technically dating.Although the duo abandoned their inceptive theoretical framework for the
episode, the seeds of success—a shared amusement for inane banter, David’s ingeniously
quirky mentation with craftily worded cynical dialogue, and Seinfeld’s fine-tuned observational
humor, pleasing comedic delivery and wholesome mass audience appeal—were planted for
their ultimate fateful destination. Nonetheless, the pair stayed true to another structural precept—
emphasizing the trivialities of life such as the unwritten rules of social convention, specifically
dating rituals and the divergent perspectives between the sexes. This was groundbreaking and
unconventional sitcom writing. By spotlighting the “gaps in society where there are no rules,” the
creators probed a theme never before seen on television. Preston Beckman, who was in charge
of NBC’s research department at the time, reminisced, “The show was different. Nobody had
seen anything like it.” By this time NBC changed the pilot to The Seinfeld Chronicles.Pilot
Screening & TestingAfter filming The Seinfeld Chronicles, it was screened by two dozen NBC
executives from programming, advertising, sales, and marketing management in the network’s
Burbank offices, a regular occurrence for pilots. Although the pilot did not yield the explosion of
laughter garnered by the pilots for The Cosby Show and The Golden Girls, it drew mostly
positive responses from the assembled executives who viewed it as original and innovative.
However, NBC President Brandon Tartikoff was not enthralled, and asked his colleagues, “Who
will want to see Jews wandering around New York acting neurotic?” As a Jewish man from New
York, he was not convinced the show would work, and characterized it as “Too New York, too
Jewish.” Seinfeld’s biggest network supporter, Rick Ludwin, retorted, “I’m not from New York, I’m
not Jewish, and I thought it was funny.”Pilot episode costars: Jason Alexander, Lee Garlington
and Jerry SeinfeldThe next step was a test audience. NBC’s practice at the time was to recruit



400 households to evaluate pilots it aired on an unused channel on its cable system. An NBC
research department memo summarized the pilot’s performance among the respondents as
“weak,” which Warren Littlefield, then second-in-command in NBC’s entertainment division,
called “a dagger to the heart.” NBC Development Executive Kevin Reilly noted, “It was probably
the lowest-testing pilot in the history of NBC.”The test audience was highly critical of the pilot.
They declared that the lead was too wimpy, the show was “too New York” (and therefore “too
Jewish”) and worst of all, nothing happened in it. Additional audience comments included:“You
can’t get too excited about two guys going to the laundromat.”“Jerry’s loser friend George is not a
forceful character.”“Jerry needs a stronger supporting cast.”“Why are they interrupting the stand-
up for these stupid stories?”Viewers perceived Jerry as powerless, dense, and naive, and were
vexed that he “needed things to be explained to him.”The research report also summarized
viewer thoughts:“Viewers were unclear whether Jerry worked as a comedian or if his routines
took place outside of the show as commentaries. The movement back and forth was also
considered abrupt and somewhat disorienting, particularly to older viewers.”“None of the
supporters [costars] were particularly liked, and viewers felt that Jerry needed a better backup
ensemble.”“Despite the slice-of-life approach, the program was considered only mildly realistic
and believable, and many did not identify with the things with which Jerry was involved.”The
report noted that “Jerry Seinfeld, who was familiar to about a quarter of the viewers, created, on
balance, lukewarm reactions among adults and teens, and very low reactions among kids,” and
its conclusion was stark, “No viewer was eager to watch the show again.” It took several years
before Seinfeld and David were privy to the memo which they subsequently hung on the set’s
bathroom wall. Seinfeld quipped, “We thought, if someone goes in to use this bathroom, this is
something they should see. It fits that moment.” Inevitably, NBC decided to pass on The Seinfeld
Chronicles. Nonetheless, one of its few supporters, NBC executive Rick Ludwin, did not give up
on it.Meanwhile, Castle Rock Entertainment, which produced The Seinfeld Chronicles, also
produced The Ann Jillian Show, another pilot for NBC. Whereas the former tested poorly, the
latter tested through the roof and earned a full season commitment. Naturally, Castle Rock
decided to focus on the successful project. Ironically, Ann Jillian only had 13 episodes produced
in one-half season whereas Seinfeld would eventually have 180 episodes produced over nine
seasons. After Castle Rock’s decision, The Seinfeld Chronicles was all but dead. In fact, in an
effort to resuscitate the series, Castle Rock pitched the pilot to FOX, which unilaterally
declined.Pilot Promotion & ReviewsWhen NBC announced its 1989-90 primetime schedule in
May 1989, The Seinfeld Chronicles was not part of the lineup. It was a common practice at the
time for networks to air unsold pilots in the summertime (aka Garbage Dump Theatre) which was
where The Seinfeld Chronicles landed; typically this would mark the final resting place of all
unsold pilots. Prior to broadcast, the original press release included a show summary that was
distributed to all media outlets for use in promoting the show. Unfortunately, it revealed the
surprise ending that Laura was actually engaged to be married. Their propensity for revealing
surprise endings or plot twists eventually led Larry David to insist that NBC promote all new



Seinfeld episodes with just two words: “New Episode.” In interviews to promote the pilot, Seinfeld
explained the philosophy for the series: “It was important to do the stand-up bits so we could do
the type of joke we wanted without trying to shoehorn them into the dialogue. When I watch most
TV sitcoms, everybody’s so witty I can’t believe it. I’ve never been in situations like that where
everyone has the perfect line. The script works best when it doesn’t sound like a script. It just
sounds like this is the way people will talk and that’s what we’re trying for. And we also want the
plots to be things that really happen.”The pilot aired on July 5, 1989 with somewhat
disappointing ratings. Despite finishing 21st place overall with 15.4 million viewers, it was
second in its timeslot behind a repeat of the CBS police drama Jake and the Fatman. Unlike the
test audience, most television critics positively reacted to the pilot, viewing it as original and
innovative. Various critics compared the pilot to It’s Garry Shandling’s Show except its fast-paced
humor set it apart, and reacted with disappointment to the fact that NBC had not picked up the
show. Moreover, there was no regional skew that Tartikoff predicted, and viewers did not
consider it too Jewish. These factors gave Ludwin and a few other show supporters, namely
second-in-command Warren Littlefield, ammunition and a glimmer of hope. Nevertheless, NBC
did not know what to do about the show so they did nothing.To put this into perspective, it must
be noted that at the time NBC was reeling from the failed sitcom The Days and Nights of Molly
Dodd, which involved a single woman living in and coping with the problems of New York. It was
a critical favorite but struggled to find an audience. Executives feared The Seinfeld Chronicles
might be a male version of this series. Basically, The Seinfeld Chronicles was perceived as a
Jewish yuppie show about New York problems with storylines unrelatable to the rest of the
country.Four-Episode CommitmentAs the months passed, Ludwin and Littlefield became
nervous; by the end of 1989 NBC would no longer own rights to the show. Despite Tartikoff’s
apathy, Littlefield loved the show and noted, “We picked up all this other crap and finally we were
running out of options and time and there was a late-night meeting with finance and [then-NBC
Scheduling Executive Preston Beckman].” They devised a plan to use Ludwin’s more flexible
departmental budget. By cutting a two-hour Bob Hope special, he could get four sitcom
episodes. It was a bold maneuver for a few reasons: Ludwin was outside the sitcom
bureaucracy, his department never developed a sitcom, and he was risking valuable funds on a
long shot. Ludwin skillfully shuffled $7 million of his developmental budget which culminated in
Tartikoff approving the four-episode production. This remains the smallest sitcom order in
television history. Seinfeld music supervisor Jonathan Wolff said, “That’s not an order, that’s an
insult.”When Seinfeld was notified, he was quiet and respectful, and after a long pause said,
“Just one question. In the history of television, has anything ever worked with a four-episode
order?” Littlefield replied, “I don’t know.” In plain and simple terms, Seinfeld stated, “Okay, we’ll
do it.” Larry David was fine with the decision, saying, “That’s all I got in me anyways.” Choosing
NBC was a curious decision since the creators were also offered a 24-episode commitment
from a cable network. Larry David preferred the smaller venue where there would be less public
scrutiny but Seinfeld desired a high-profile showcase. On this matter, Seinfeld called the



shots.NBC’s four-episode commitment had several relatively minor strings attached. First, a
series title change was necessary so it would not be confused with The Marshall Chronicles, a
new series scheduled to air in April 1990. Jerry Seinfeld never thought the show would be
successful so he simply shortened the title to Seinfeld for fun, and to help sell comedy club
tickets. Second, his sitcom neighbor Kessler needed a new name because it sounded too
Jewish. After settling Kenny Kramer’s legal demands, the creators were able to change the
character’s name back to Kramer as it was originally intended. Third, the creators had to add a
female costar. NBC wanted a younger, more attractive female lead interacting with the three
male costars to interject sex appeal into the male-dominated cast and increase the young adult
demographic. Larry David was ecstatic over this request; he did not like Lee Garlington because
she frequently offered suggestions on ways to improve the script. He perceived her constructive
criticism as an implication of inferior writing, which his ego could not handle. Fourth, Jerry’s
apartment needed updating to include a bedroom and functional exterior windows. Fifth, the
gang needed a better meeting place to socialize (one with booths, tables and a counter); thus,
the restaurant location changed from Pete’s Luncheonette to Monk’s Cafe. This also functioned
to explain the disappearance of Claire, the waitress, from the pilot episode. Sixth, the series
theme music needed a change. Lastly, NBC expressed concern over the nationality and
religious underpinnings to the Costanza surname. David refused to divulge such background
information, except their Italian descent, and agreed to add conflicting hints as to their ethnicity
by having them cooking paella and kasha.When the modified series was slated to return in late
May 1990, NBC President Tartikoff was receiving pressure from Rob Reiner, a partner in Castle
Rock Entertainment (which produced the show), to position the series in a popular timeslot.
Seinfeld received the best placement in primetime programming—Thursday night following the
megahit sitcom Cheers—which inevitably foreordained colossal ratings. After four consecutive
weekly airings of original episodes, the pilot was repeated on June 28, 1990, and received
27.5% higher ratings than the original premiere. The critical reviews were favorable and research
indicated no evidence of the show being “too Jewish, too New York”—it fared well in other major
television markets and viewers were not influenced by any religious underpinnings.
Nevertheless, NBC could not decide what to do about the sitcom. After several months FOX
expressed interest in the series.Entering the 1990-91 television season, NBC was the top
network for the fifth year in a row so it could afford to take chances. FOX’s The Simpsons was
proving to be a ratings success and effectively pulling the coveted younger audience, a category
in which Seinfeld also fared well. NBC feared Seinfeld moving to FOX where it would have both
programs on the same network. This gave NBC an incentive to keep the series alive. Executives
upped the ante by ordering 13 episodes for its second season and reserved the series as a
midseason replacement to premier in January 1991. However, only 12 episodes were produced
due to an unexpected one-week delay in the television season due to the start of the first Gulf
War.NBC made one more attempt to exert their influence over Seinfeld and David. Before filming
of these episodes commenced, NBC executives brought in the creators and presented more



serious “recommendations” for the sitcom to increase its marketability. Basically, NBC wanted to
reformat Seinfeld to make it like their other hit shows. After the meeting everyone congregated in
the parking lot and said, “Okay, let’s make these changes,” but David unequivocally refused to
accept any suggested changes. The show was going to stay the same or he was not going to be
a part of it. He walked away in a tirade and Seinfeld wholeheartedly supported the decision.
Seinfeld could have easily said, “We don’t need him,” but he never turned his back on his idol.
Once again, NBC was in a tough predicament because they would lose Seinfeld if they axed
David so they had to concede.Based on its summertime ratings success—albeit solely inflated
because of Thursday night with Cheers as a lead-in—NBC moved Seinfeld to Wednesday night
with the expectation of creating another evening of primetime programming dominance. The
attempt failed miserably because Seinfeld wallowed in mediocrity, finishing the season rated
#46. Nevertheless, Ludwin and a few other faithful NBC executives lobbied for a 22-episode
commitment. This was no easy task because the network president, Tartikoff, was still not
convinced the show had the elements necessary to succeed but reluctantly acquiesced.Series
OriginalitySeinfeld and David devised a simple formula: stories based on seemingly insignificant
behaviors, problems or events (such as fighting over a parking space, replacing an answering
machine tape, waiting for a table in a restaurant, locating a parked car, and changing barbers).
The leading characters did not go on emotional journeys. They selfishly genuflected to their own
neurotic tendencies, helplessly failing to become the masters of their domain as they
envisioned.Seinfeld was considered the successful incarnate of the failed 1989 television series
Chicken Soup starring Jackie Mason and Lynn Redgrave. This series focused on the interfaith
relationship of a middle-aged Jewish man, Jackie (Mason), and an Irish Catholic woman,
Maddie (Redgrave). Episodes centered around humorous situations and obstacles caused by
the couple’s divergent religious beliefs. Seinfeld was also likened to the 1951-52 season of The
Abbott and Costello Show. Jerry even admitted the eerie similarities—his deadpan delivery and
comedic rhythm, the bumbling antics of Kramer, and its overriding emphasis upon funny
situations rather than life lessons. Some critics compared the series to The Three Stooges or
Dragnet, but the connection was far too strained to draw significant parallels. Although subtle
similarities existed, there was no wholesale rip-off of style, technique or delivery.NBC executives
repeatedly expressed concern that the show lacked a real storyline. Each script appeared to
focus on adolescent junior high activities with constant reverence to bodily functions (e.g.,
constipation, nose picking, sneezing in food, and stomach growling) or physical appearance
(e.g., two-face, oversize nose, and old-fashioned hairdo). This truly bothered the television
bigwigs because traditional thought was that a sitcom had to embody mainstream
concepts.Most sitcoms predicated upon familial relationships (e.g., The Cosby Show, Family
Ties, Home Improvement and Roseanne) or locale (e.g., Cheers, Taxi and The Mary Tyler
Moore Show) but Seinfeld was predicated on real-life sociological environmental factors: Jerry
and George shared a childhood friendship, Jerry and Kramer were paired by proximity, Jerry and
Elaine were allied by past romance, and the remaining triumvirate (George, Kramer and Elaine)



were joined by association (friends-in-law or friends by association). Seinfeld stressed the
collegiality of friendship, despite the characters’ selfishness and egocentricity. In a vast
departure from any other sitcom, it was a show where the only thing that mattered was
themselves.Moreover, in contrast to other sitcoms, Seinfeld was primarily a series about
dialogue and human interaction, not punch lines or physical comedy (though Michael Richards
provided some zaniness, especially in later years). The series was so communication-oriented
that Seinfeld scripts generally bulged to 75 pages, rather than the typical 45 pages for a 22-
minute episode. The scripts were written using the artful discourse between Jerry Seinfeld and
Larry David so the sitcom’s appeal relied upon viewer affection toward the principals. Similar to
Cheers, the key to success was actor delivery—conveying humor through a situation, facial
expression or voice inflection. This was not an easy task to effectuate, and only a few despicable
characters have become television icons, most notably libidinous Sam Malone (Cheers), self-
absorbed psychiatrist Frasier Crane (Frasier) or affable loser Al Bundy (Married… with Children).
Furthermore, Seinfeld capitalized on running gags, cultural and historical references, story arcs,
and absurdity, while their dialogue was filled with innuendos, ironies, anecdotes and paradoxes.
Rarely did the script deliver brilliant punch lines.With polar opposite perspectives on reality,
Jerry Seinfeld offered the jovial, devil-may-care attitude, yet a stoic and ambivalent perspective
on life. Conversely, Larry David was pessimistic, cynical, and nihilistic about relationships,
people, and his existence. His personal philosophy was self-hate and distrustfulness of
everyone. The personality contrast created great dialogue and verbal dissension. However,
unlike any other sitcom, the conceptual axiom used dark humor—the terrible things that happen
to people such as losing a job, relationship breakups, physical flaws, or the inconvenience of
death—to convey humor. As David explained, M*A*S*H accentuated the horror, atrocity and
chaos of war, whereas Seinfeld illuminated the horror, atrocity and chaos of being single in New
York.Character DevelopmentAnother unique aspect of Seinfeld was its reliance upon real-life
people when devising the principal characters. Besides Jerry Seinfeld portraying himself, the
other three principal characters were based on real-life contacts. Kramer was Larry David’s
neighbor, George mirrored David’s life, and Elaine was an amalgamation of the creators’ ex-
girlfriends. Even the recurring-regular character Newman was based upon a maintenance man
in David’s New York City apartment building.Kenny KramerThe inspiration for Cosmo Kramer
was Larry David’s across-the-hall neighbor Kenny Kramer (b. 1943) from 1982 to 1989, though
five years earlier Kramer began living in Manhattan Plaza, a federally subsidized apartment
complex for performing artists in Hell’s Kitchen on the West Side of Midtown Manhattan (43rd
Street and 10th Avenue).Since the age of two, the West Bronx native was raised by a single
mother (Birdie) after his father (Emil) died in World War II. Kramer attended Manhattan’s High
School of Performing Arts, an alternative public school, until dropping out at age 17, He survived
by selling magazines and playing drums in a Catskills resort band while working for local icon
Jay Jason, a stand-up comic. When Kramer had enough of giving his boss jokes and thought he
could do it better, he hit the road as a comedian using a routine filled with sex, drugs, and rock



‘n’ roll. One noteworthy comedy stint was a rock ‘n’ roll comic who provided lewd monologues for
rowdy audiences as the opening act for major bands, such as Kiss, ZZ Top, Three Dog Night,
Average White Band, Lou Rawls, Four Tops and Bobby Goldsboro. During this decade-long
lackluster career as a stand-up comedian, Kramer lived in Coconut Grove, Florida where he got
married, and raised his only daughter, Melanie (b. 1971). In 1977 he returned to New York, and
four years later invented disco strobe light necklaces and rings consisting of blinking lights
powered by hearing aid batteries, which brought him enough money to quit the comedy club
scene (just before his brand of crass humor became popular).Kramer openly admitted, “I have
no work ethic so why should I bust my balls?” so he focused on schemes, scams and inventions
—anything to make a buck. He pitched the denim tuxedo fashion to Calvin Klein, designed
“Proud to be on Prozac” t-shirts, and briefly worked numerous odd jobs, such as karate coach,
manager of a British reggae band, talent agent for bra models, and publicist for substance
abuse coloring books. His opportunity of a lifetime came when Larry David mentioned he was
writing a television pilot and wanted to use Kramer as a character.While writing the pilot script,
much of the discussion amongst the creators focused on whether to use a Kenny Kramer-type
character on the show. Seinfeld worried the zany neighbor was too cliché, but David was positive
he could make the character original. David prevailed. When Kramer was told about the idea, he
would not give consent to using his name unless he was allowed to play the character. David
unequivocally refused. David quickly sensed that his former neighbor might interfere with the
project, balk at the naming rights of the character, or exploit his association with the character.
His writing partner, on the other hand, wanted to use Kramer’s real name for the character
because it was funnier-sounding than any alternative names they devised.Despite their
friendship, problems arose when Castle Rock Entertainment sent Kramer a release form to clear
the use of his name. Before any filming could commence using Kramer’s name, Castle Rock
demanded explicit written permission from the character’s namesake. The release stipulated
that Kramer would not get paid one penny, which chafed his hide. Kramer was an opportunist so
once the studio wanted a release, he figured there must be some money to be made. He began
contacting Castle Rock with a list of several demands, many of which were financial, for the use
of his name, but also to play Kramer in the pilot.Larry David and Kenny Kramer (circa
1979)Without a release, the writers had to improvise. As the pilot progressed through its
developmental stage, the fictional neighbor was originally named Bender, then Hoffman, and
finally Kessler for the filming. After the creators were given a four-episode commitment, NBC
wanted a name that sounded less Jewish, and Jerry Seinfeld insisted on Kramer because it just
felt like the best name. The writing tandem agreed that the fictional character would never go by
his first name so simply using the name “Kenny” was a nonissue. Besides, as comedians, it was
a common belief that K is one of the funniest consonants. After further negotiations, Kenny
Kramer realized he better take what he could get and settled for $1,000, giving NBC the right to
use his life as a model for the fictional character (though he retained the rights to his life
story).Although Kenny Kramer was not able to directly capitalize on the immense popularity and



profitability of Seinfeld, he used the series to create other avenues of financial success. In 1996
he and partner Bobby Allen Brooks, also an ex-comic, devised Kramer’s Reality Tour which
offered a three-hour multi-media bus and video tour for $37.50. The tour covered New York City
landmarks that became popular because of Seinfeld, such as Al’s Soup Kitchen International,
Tom’s Restaurant, Jerry Seinfeld’s real-life apartment building on West 81st Street, and Joe’s
fruit market. The tour began with a 31-seat van and is currently a 61-seat luxury coach. In 1998
the tour sold 1,400 advance tickets for the twice-a-day weekend tour. After 20-plus years the
Seinfeld tour only offers one tour per weekend from May to September but is profitable enough
that he can spend the winters in Cabo San Lucas, Mexico.In 1997 Kenny toured Australia to
perform The World of Seinfeld According to Kramer, a 90-minute two-man show that he wrote.
His subsequent machinations included selling campus tours, peddling autographed books and t-
shirts, and pitching his autobiography to publishers. One tome he refused to write, however, was
a coffee table book about coffee tables. Kramer’s most notable accomplishments were working
as a correspondent for Hard Copy (1989), writing, producing and hosting “Kramer’s New York”
segments for the Fox 5 New York City affiliate WNYW’s Good Day New York (1988), and
appearing as himself in the off-Broadway play Tony n’ Tina’s Wedding (1996). He has made
many appearances on the bonus features of the Seinfeld DVD series.Kramer also delved into
politics. In 1997 he failed to acquire the Democratic Party nomination for New York mayor so he
ran as an independent. His irreverent effort only resulted in a small claims suit filed by his
campaign manager alleging nonpayment for collecting signatures to get Kramer’s name on the
ballot. The trial was handled by Judge Judy and aired May 14, 1997, the same day as the final
two-hour episode of Seinfeld. In 2001 Kramer had the support of the Libertarian Party where he
finished seventh in the election, with 1,408 votes.In 2017 Kramer launched a live tour, Kramer on
Seinfeld, a truncated stage version of Kramer’s Reality Tour, which was a 90-minute multimedia
version beginning with an interactive trivia contest, a video-enhanced journey down memory
lane, including the story of how David refused to let Kramer play himself on TV, and ending with
a tour of his virtual gift shop, KraMart, where fans can purchase Seinfeld memorabilia, such as t-
shirts, hats, bumper stickers and an ASSMAN front license plate.Despite financial disputes with
the Seinfeld creators, there are no hard feelings. Kramer still calls Michael Richards, and visits
David a couple of times a year, staying in the producer’s backyard guesthouse. Overall, he is
pleased with how Seinfeld impacted his life: “I went from an obscure stand-up comedian to an
international icon within a year so it worked out pretty good.” Kramer has lived in the same
apartment for the last four decades and remains single after two failed marriages. The first
produced a daughter, Melanie, and the second lasted only 10 days. Melanie graduated from
New York City’s Hunter College and currently lives with her family in Boca Raton, Florida where
she is a school teacher.Cosmo KramerIf given enough time to analyze the codependent
relationship between Larry David and Kenny Kramer, innumerable similarities could be drawn
between Kenny Kramer and Cosmo Kramer. For example, David and Kramer always left their
doors unlocked in a modern mi casa, su casa arrangement. The pair constantly argued over



trivial matters like an old married couple. If David had comedian friends over for dinner, he would
scream at Kramer for eating his dessert (ice cream bars). Many of the idiosyncrasies of Cosmo
Kramer were devised from Kenny’s real-life existence such as his brutal honesty, complete
tactlessness, wearing a bathrobe all day, and an obsession for golf, fruit, Cuban cigars, hot tubs,
and sunbathing.He was also well known for coming up with strange ideas and inventions, having
sex without dating, never holding a job yet somehow surviving, and pitching a product to Calvin
Klein. However, contrary to public belief, Kramer did not raid David’s refrigerator, it was the other
way around. David never had food in his apartment so he would raid Kramer’s apartment then
leave a tab of every item he consumed. There are differences as well, though not nearly as
many. Kenny Kramer never had hair like the bride of Frankenstein, he claims to have significantly
better ideas and inventions, and he does not behave in such an extreme and outlandish manner
that he describes as warranting an escort to an insane asylum.George CostanzaThe character
George Louis Costanza earned his forename from comedian George Wallace (Jerry Seinfeld’s
best friend), middle name from comedian Lou Costello (a Seinfeld tribute) and surname from
Mike Costanza (a former college friend of Seinfeld). The fictional persona was based upon Larry
David, a man filled with misanthropy, neuroses and insecurities. They even had the same
physical appearance (short, stocky and bald)—the only difference was that George actually
articulated and acted upon his most primal thoughts. Many of David’s idiosyncrasies and
neurotic tendencies—his inability to speak to women, needing a list of conversation topics
before calling a prospective date, and insecurity about his baldness—became inherent
characteristics of George.David’s life also became the basis for numerous storylines, for
example: he knew a low-talker, staked out an office building to meet a woman, partook in a
masturbation abstinence contest (and won the self-love temperance award), was banned from a
fruit market so he had a neighbor do the shopping, and became a bra salesman. In addition, the
character Justin Pitt was based on a woman he once chauffeured during his New York salad
days, “The Stock Tip” was based on a personal experience where he lost a small fortune on a
“sure thing” investment, and “The Pilot” episode mirrored his meeting with NBC executives when
he and Jerry pitched “the show about nothing.”Elaine BenesThe character Elaine Benes was
added to the storyline after the series pilot received negative reviews from test audiences. NBC
executives wanted to incorporate a woman’s perspective to expand its ratings among younger
adults and produce a show with greater sex appeal to intrigue male viewers. Elaine was
specifically written as an ex-girlfriend and current friend because the creators wanted to avoid
the issue of sexual tension between the principal characters.The series was designed to
maximize relationship possibilities by infusing constant instability so the storylines could remain
fresh and diverse. The creators wanted to avoid the typical sitcom where the series descended
into endless bickering between lovers because it inevitably resulted in script stagnation. In the
natural evolution of successful sitcoms, the primary characters usually united in a romantic
relationship—sexual tension was introduced, which was resolved with romance, and then
resurrected through relationship spats. Cheers had Sam and Diane, Friends had Ross and



Rachel, and Wings had Joe and Helen. In contrast, Seinfeld never wanted, nor delved into,
stable serious relationships. Each character found trivial, superficial reasons to terminate a
relationship nearly every week.Furthermore, Elaine’s relationship with Jerry was a seemingly
awkward friendship and veritable rarity in any previous sitcom. Since Cheers popularized the
concept of sexual tension between costars, every sitcom attempted to replicate this formula for
success. According to the Seinfeld creators, if Elaine and Jerry had no past romantic
relationship there would always remain the possibility that intimacy issues could evolve.
However, by viewing their relationship in a post-breakup perspective, it was highly unlikely the
couple would reunite. (Ironically, Elaine and Jerry reunited for one episode but the storyline was
quickly abandoned and their magical breakup was never addressed.)When devising the
appropriate female character persona, Jerry Seinfeld and Larry David contemplated women
from past romantic dalliances. Elaine Benes was an amalgamation of a few women. The first
was Monica Yates, daughter of novelist Richard Yates (Revolutionary Road). She dated both
comedians but remained good friends with Larry David after their breakup in the mid-1980s. The
development of a former-lover-turned-good-friend character was an essential element of the
show, so the creators drew upon their prior experiences to write a plausible and credible basis
for dialogue and interactions with a female costar. The familial connection was solidified when
Alton Benes (Elaine’s father) was mirrored after the austere alcoholic writer Richard Yates
(Monica Yates’ father).The other inspiration was comedian Carol Leifer, Seinfeld’s ex-girlfriend
from the early 1980s, who also remained a good friend. Her contribution to the Elaine character
was a great sense of humor, being like one of the guys, and holding her own with Larry David.
Seinfeld utilized these qualities as the foundational basis for the female role. Although Leifer
provided inspiration for Elaine’s persona, the role was not tailored around her life—Elaine
dressed in vintage clothing, was not a comic, and had numerous personality divergences.
Although Leifer and Seinfeld deny she was the inspiration for Elaine, the commonalities are
undeniable.There was a third influential female in the development of the Elaine character—
Susan McNabb, Jerry Seinfeld’s then-current girlfriend in the late 1980s. In fact, the female lead
character was initially named Susan but later changed to avoid similar legal issues that arose
when using Kenny Kramer’s name for one of the characters. The creators settled for the name
Elaine based on their friend and fellow comic Elayne Boosler. According to McNabb, Elaine
Benes was written as Jerry Seinfeld’s ideal woman—someone who was fun and part of the gang
—but more importantly someone with whom he had no serious romantic relationship
commitment.CastingTwo of the three costars—Michael Richards and Julia Louis-Dreyfus—
benefited from their prior professional relationship with the creators. Jerry Seinfeld and Larry
David strived to construct a cast that may not have been the best actors, but individuals with
whom they personally connected so the chemistry would come across onscreen. In other words,
they selected castmates like they would pick friends. The same philosophy was used with staff
writers and technical support. The creators wanted to have fun, rather than surround themselves
with only the best and brightest. Nevertheless, they remained receptive to input from external



sources, primarily the casting director.Marc Hirschfeld (b. 1957), the sole casting director for
Seinfeld, compiled a strong track record of success while performing this duty on Married… with
Children, The Larry Sander’s Show, and the less successful The Days and Nights of Molly Dodd.
His formula for success was finding actors with unique traits, unusual appearances, and
distinguishing characteristics, such as Len Lesser as Uncle Leo. Hirschfeld also sought dramatic
actors who were committed to the part. This led him to Peter Crombie who convincingly played
the psychotic Joe Davola, and John Michael Higgins who was willing to shave his head to add
realism to the storyline (“The Little Jerry”).Besides casting the supporting actors and guest
appearances, Hirschfeld was an integral part in hiring the costars. Obviously, the lead actor,
Jerry Seinfeld, was preordained because it was his show and the sole reason for the series in
the first place so no casting was required for this part. However, since he had no acting
experience, Hirschfeld was instructed to find quality actors with good chemistry to unite the
quartet into a cohesive unit. Although NBC balked at the chosen ensemble because they
wanted name recognition, Hirschfeld ultimately won the battle. After an extensive casting
process, the other three primary actors were chosen: Jason Alexander, Michael Richards, and
Julia Louis-Dreyfus.The first costar to be cast was Jason Alexander. Although the character
George Costanza was modeled after Larry David, he refused to play the role because he was
more interested in writing the scripts than performing them. Before casting commenced, Jerry
Seinfeld begged fellow comedian Jake Johannsen to take the part of George, but Johannsen
refused. The next offer went to David Letterman bandleader Paul Schaffer but he never returned
Seinfeld’s call so the creators had to resort to casting.Seinfeld costars in a promotional photo
shoot (circa 1991)The casting process was exhaustive, yet no one seemed perfect for the part
despite a pool of great talent prospects—Wayne Knight, Larry Miller, Brad Hall, David Alan
Grier, and Nathan Lane (contrary to many reports Steve Buscemi did not audition for the role).
Even Danny DeVito was considered for the part. Jason Alexander sent a videotape audition that
was an obvious Woody Allen impersonation. After multiple callbacks, the field eventually
narrowed to Alexander and Miller (who guest starred in “The Doorman” episode). Alexander was
convinced he would not get the part because Miller was a good friend of Seinfeld, and thought
the audition was a pretext in case Miller demanded too much money. However, by the time
Alexander landed in New York City later that day, he had the part.The second inked regular was
for the role of Kramer. Although Tony Shalhoub and Larry Hankin were seriously considered,
Steve Vinovich was the heavy favorite until Michael Richards came along. David recommended
that Richards audition for the part based on their work together on Fridays. Seinfeld was excited
by the possibility that Richards might be available for his pilot because he was familiar with
Richards’ work. Hirschfeld was sold on Richards after recalling his powerful audition for the role
of Al Bundy on Married... with Children two years prior.After the first audition, Richards and
Seinfeld both felt the chemistry. Richards was sure he would get the part and had Seinfeld’s full
support but David remained skeptical. Seinfeld wanted the character’s wackiness played to an
extreme which Richards brought to the table, whereas David wanted a realistic portrayal similar



to his neighbor Kenny Kramer. Regardless, final approval was required by the producers and
NBC’s head of entertainment, Brandon Tartikoff. There were two performances that secured the
job for Richards. The first was an outrageously humorous improvisational skit on The Tonight
Show with Jay Leno in March 1989 where he played Dick Williams, an accident-prone fitness
trainer to the stars. The second, which solidified the deal, was at the final audition when
Richards did a headstand, fell onto a chair, immediately jumped up, and then proceeded to read
his lines as if nothing unusual occurred.The final costar signed was for the Elaine character.
Auditions began on January 15, 1990 which included Patricia Heaton, Wendie Malick, Rosie
O’Donnell, Megan Mullally, and Susie Essman. Helen Hunt was invited to audition but passed on
the role. Despite such great actresses, Hirschfeld and David believed that Julia Louis-Dreyfus
was right for the role even though she had not auditioned. At the time, Louis-Dreyfus had a deal
with Warner Bros. that expired on February 1, 1990, less than a week before the first Seinfeld
episode was scheduled to be filmed. The day after Louis-Dreyfus’ contract expired, Hirschfeld
sent her a copy of several early draft scripts and arranged a meeting. She loved the scripts, and
after an informal conversation with Hirschfeld, was offered the female lead role. Although it was
narrowed down to two finalists for NBC and Castle Rock Entertainment executives, it was a mere
formality. Louis-Dreyfus was ultimately chosen over Rosie O’Donnell based on her stunning
beauty, sex appeal, honesty and straightforwardness.With respect to recurring regulars,
Hirschfeld believed his greatest casting success was finding Wayne Knight to portray Newman.
Larry David conceived the character when writing “The Revenge” script. Newman was written as
the building superintendent, a suicidal African American and son of the landlord who owned
Jerry and Kramer’s building, who readily snitched on tenants without retribution. The character
had only one scene, where Newman explained that he jumped from the apartment building but
an awning broke his fall. The two finalists were William Thomas Jr. (The Cosby Show), who was
cast for the part, and Tim Russ (Star Trek: Voyager). The scene was filmed but cut from the final
broadcast. However, after another rewrite, the suicidal subplot was significantly reduced, and
Newman’s role was trimmed to offscreen dialogue with Kramer, which David recorded
himself.Less than a year later, while conceiving a subplot for “The Suicide,” the writer decided to
create a friend for Kramer, and Newman was the logical choice since he had already been
introduced. Between drafts Newman became a building tenant and Jerry’s nemesis, and since
Hirschfeld already envisioned Knight for the role, the part was changed to a Caucasian. A few of
the actors who auditioned included Armin Shimerman (who subsequently played Stan the
Caddy in “The Caddy” episode), Dan Schneider (Head of the Class) and Wayne Knight, who
was very excited because he was already a fan of the show. David immediately thought Knight
was "terrific" for the part, and was also amused by his hefty appearance as opposed to Kramer’s
slim figure. Seinfeld believed that introducing a friend might ruin Kramer’s mystique but Knight’s
performance convinced him otherwise. The role was initially a one-time guest appearance, but
Seinfeld and David were impressed with Knight and felt Newman was a character they could
further exploit. According to Michael Richards, “our show was driven by characters and there



was no way they were going to let Wayne Knight go.” Newman would remain a recurring
character until the series’ finale in 1998. To establish better continuity, Knight rerecorded
Newman’s lines in “The Revenge” for the syndicated version of the episode.WardrobeOne of the
most intriguing aspects of Seinfeld was the peculiar attire of two principal characters: Elaine
Benes and Cosmo Kramer. When the series premiered, Elaine donned a 1940s hairstyle and
vintage 1950s clothing (dresses drooping to her ankles, anklet socks, and flats for shoes). As
the series evolved so did her appearance. The last couple years of the show she became more
sensual and provocative. Her hairstyle incorporated a myriad of looks—wavy, straight, twisted
and greased locks, even a short wig—while her attire gravitated toward refined business suits,
body-forming outfits, and low-cut tops.Similarly, Kramer wore retro fashions from the 1950s and
1960s that rarely matched in color or style. Michael Richards offered assistance in formulating
his character’s attire and encouraged a quirky appearance to comport with Kramer’s eccentric
personality. In the pilot, Kramer dressed like an apartment hermit. The idea to change Kramer’s
wardrobe struck Richards while perusing a second-hand clothing shop. He happened upon
vintage two-toned Shirt Jacs and rayon shirts which fueled an obsession to collect bizarre
apparel—he began searching thrift shops, costume shops and swap meets. Costume supervisor
Charmaine Simmons also coordinated his attire with the script. Kramer wore Polynesian-type
clothing when he was bent on papayas, and sported darker garments if he was having a bad
day. The popularity of his character actually created a fashion trend toward unconventional
clothing. In addition, Kramer always wore clothes one size too big to make him appear laid-back
and loose. In contrast, George Costanza always wore suits one size too small to give him the
appearance of being uncool.Theme MusicWhen The Seinfeld Chronicles debuted, the original
music was created by Jep Epstein. However, with the signing of the pilot to a four-episode deal,
Epstein was replaced because NBC wanted different theme music. A mutual friend, George
Wallace, introduced Seinfeld to television theme song veteran Jonathan Wolff (of the Music
Consultants Group in Burbank, California) whose television scoring credentials included Knots
Landing, 21 Jump Street, Who’s the Boss? and Married... with Children. Wolff was intrigued by
the offer because the new series had a unique sound design challenge. The opening sequence
revolved around comedy monologues so Seinfeld wanted distinctive music that allowed viewers
to hear him talk. The pilot music did not work. Seinfeld wanted a snappy accompaniment to his
monologue.After watching the five filmed episodes and accompanying comedy club clips, Wolff
opted for a montage of alternative sounds, rather than conventional music and an infectious
melody like so many sitcoms in the 1980s (e.g., Cheers, Family Ties, and Growing Pains). Wolff
decided to accentuate Seinfeld’s comedic style with a syncopated leitmotif using jazzy bass-riffs
and horns. Each week he incorporated up to 500 sounds such as lip popping, snapping fingers,
gasps, sighs, and tongue noises that were self-originated and recorded in a sound booth. Wolff
then used computers to synthesize the sounds with conventional music to form melodies that
matched the inflection and rhythm of Seinfeld’s voice during each monologue. The show lacked
a traditional title track and the riffs were played over the first moments of dialogue or action. They



varied throughout each episode and were played in an improvised funk style. An additional
musical theme with an ensemble, led by a synthesized mid-range brass instrument, ended each
episode. There were also distinct solo sampled bass synthesizer riffs (played on a Korg M1
synthesizer) which opened the show and connected the scenes, often accompanied by
beatboxing. Amazingly enough, each half-hour episode usually consumed up to six hours to
score the music. Wolff retrofitted the music to the pilot so that it could be rerun with the new
episodes.Inevitably, NBC balked at the peculiar ditty. According to executives, “It sounded like
the producers could not afford music.” Wolff suggested changing the music to appease
executives and fight them on other issues, but David said, “No, no, the music stays.” Even after
the monologues disappeared, the theme song remained and became progressively eccentric as
the years passed. In addition to Seinfeld, Wolff generally provided the musical accompaniment
for 8 to 10 television series per year.There was only one significant change to the music in nine
years. In “The Note” (ep 18), the bumper music featured a scatting female jazz singer singing the
phrase “easy to beat.” David and Seinfeld approved Wolff’s changes, and three episodes were
produced with this new style of music. However, they neglected to inform NBC and Castle Rock
Entertainment executives of the change, and when the season premiere aired, the executives
were surprised and unimpressed, and demanded the theme return to its original style. The
subsequent two episodes were corrected, leaving this episode as the only one with additional
music elements.In the final three seasons, the bits were slightly tweaked to produce more frantic
rhythms; a bass guitar was added in addition to the sampled bass from earlier seasons.
Throughout the show, the main theme was restyled in different ways depending on the episode.
For instance, in “The Betrayal” (ep 164), part of which takes place in India, the theme is heard
played on a sitar.The SetThere were many differences between fictional Seinfeld and reality in
filming. For example, George’s parents resided at the fictional address 1344 Queens Boulevard,
Flushing, New York, but the exterior shots were from an abode on nearby 37th Street. Jerry’s
apartment on 129 West 81st Street was once his real-life residence, a five-story, gray-brick walk-
up where he rented a studio apartment for $200 per month, but the exterior shown in each
episode was The Shelley, a Los Angeles apartment complex located at 757 South New
Hampshire Avenue. The television embodiment was noticeably out of place because it had
earthquake reinforcements at the base.The Seinfeld production designer, New Yorker Thomas
Azzari (b. 1941), had a résumé that included Caroline in the City and Working. He had the
unenviable task of creating 285 Seinfeld sets for the 1995-96 season, which was more sets than
Cheers had during its entire 11-year run. A typical episode had up to 12 “swing sets” that were
temporary set designs, such as the coffee shop or Jerry’s apartment. However, the final episode
presented another odious task: constructing 28 swing sets on three stages. Azzari’s philosophy
was to ensure realism in every detail and avoid creating overly simplistic sets. Another
philosophical tenet was never allowing the background set to overtake the actors; the set always
remained subtle and unobtrusive.According to Azzari, as a set designer, there were a few
memorable moments in the Seinfeld era. The first was in 1995 when he constructed a $110,000



subway set using pieces from the blockbuster movie Ghost. The second came in early 1994
after the Northridge earthquake destroyed the show’s sets. The creators considered relocating
the series to New York City for a couple episodes (or even an entire season) but the move was
too complicated for everyone involved. Instead, the studio agreed to pay $800,000 for Azzari to
build a replicate of a 1980s Upper West Side Manhattan thoroughfare on the CBS studio lot. The
corner of Columbus and Amsterdam Avenues was complete with rain and steam machines, a
functional manhole that was six feet deep, and interchangeable storefronts. Another was
constructing the parking ramp for “The Parking Garage” (ep 23) because it encompassed the
entire soundstage, and the last one was creating a replica corner of Central Park.On the set, the
cereal boxes were real (and not alphabetized as some sources claim) though regularly replaced
because Seinfeld was always eating cereal on the set so he constantly emptied the boxes that
lined the shelf of his fictional apartment. There were always at least a dozen brands stocked at
any one time. The Apple computer on Jerry’s desk was real and upgraded every year; serious
techie fans can discern the year of the episode by the computer model on his desk. Subtle
changes included textured walls, casement windows in Jerry’s apartment to match the outside
shots, rotating wall pictures to accommodate the actor’s tastes, and upgrading the furniture.
Jerry Seinfeld was very particular about items affixed to the refrigerator; he had an obvious
preference for Superman mementos but there were also personal touches such as his favorite
Porsche performance shop Motor Werks Racing, and a brochure article and photo of him
attending the Skip Barber Racing School.Michael Richards was responsible for the green Klein
mountain bike hanging on the wall of Jerry’s apartment. As a bike enthusiast, Richards
convinced Azzari to abandon the bookcase for a unique, interesting prop. However, discerning
viewers may also recognize that the Klein was replaced with a silver and blue Cannondale bike
for a couple episodes.As the series approached its finale, looters pillaged the set while security
cameras captured their furtive activity, and Jerry Seinfeld personally contacted a thief to recover
the coveted apartment intercom. Most of the Seinfeld memorabilia remained intact so cast
members were able to pocket a few cherished mementos: Julia Louis-Dreyfus kept a phone,
Wayne Knight hoarded Newman’s glasses, Estelle Harris cherished the doll that resembled her
appearance, and Jerry Seinfeld saved the apartment door, intercom and Monk’s Cafe booth.
Although the Smithsonian Institute considered preserving the set, Seinfeld opted for a more
visible display at Warner Bros. Museum in Burbank, California and the National Museum of
American History. The former housed the living room/kitchen and Monk’s Cafe, which was
included in the studio tour, while the latter exhibited the remaining parts of the set in a museum
display.Typical Work WeekThe typical sitcom season lasted eight months so all 22 episodes
were taped in 34 weeks. Besides the winter break during the Christmas holiday, the production
team was constantly hurried to produce nearly an episode per week while working on other
scripts for future episodes. The Seinfeld set was no different. A typical day had the cast
appearing by 9 or 10 each morning, and staying until 5 or 6 in the evening.On Wednesday, the
morning after taping, the next script was distributed to the actors for a table read, where the



proposed episode was read aloud by cast members while the writers, producers and network
representatives from NBC and Castle Rock Entertainment observed and took notes. Larry David
was usually a stand-in for various guest actors during this embryonic stage of episode
production. In the afternoon, various head honchos discussed the script and offered
suggestions, modifications, additions or deletions. This could be a very tense meeting in the
struggle between artistic integrity and network conservatism. The remainder of the day was
spent rewriting the script to comport with some of the recommended changes.The following day
involved a rehearsal so the director could block shots (placing the actor stand-ins in their
appropriate location as if filming actually occurred). Friday entailed a cast rehearsal where the
actors offered advice on upgrading the material. Later that afternoon was a quick run-through for
the writers who would then spend the evening, or weekend, rewriting the script. On Monday the
actors memorized a modified script and had a full-fledged run-through, where the entire script
was rehearsed as if filming the show. Tuesday was the casual run-through with minor
adjustments to the production, and later that evening the cast returned to tape the episode. After
approximately five hours of filming, the audience departed and the cast worked into the early
morning hours to reshoot scenes.Seinfeld cast table reading for the finale (1998)Taping
EpisodesWhen Seinfeld originally commenced production, the episodes were filmed on
Wednesday nights in CBS Studio Stage 19. During the sitcom’s fledgling years there was little
fanfare or big-budget production on the set. As the series grew in success so did the budget and
hoopla. Jeff Bye was the regular stand-up comedian who warmed-up the 300 audience
members before each episode taping. His duties included meeting celebrities and dignitaries,
and providing an appropriate introduction to the audience. Some of the guest audience
members included Randy Travis (who played guitar during breaks), Mick Fleetwood, Beau
Bridges, Diane Keaton, Marla Maples and Chris Rock. Following Bye’s performance, Jerry
Seinfeld spent a few minutes entertaining the crowd before introducing the cast.Jeff Bye had
humble beginnings in Hollywood. As part of the Seinfeld team, he was hired in March 1992 to sit
inside Jerry Seinfeld’s office on Wednesday nights to prevent people from looting the star’s
dressing room. He was paid $50 for five hours and allowed to watch endless Seinfeld episodes.
Over time, Bye acquired knowledge of the show and learned considerable behind-the-scenes
activity from various production jobs. He eventually wrote a few monologue jokes (e.g., Bozo
does not need “the Clown” after his name), and appeared in four episodes (e.g., “The Caddy” as
Elaine’s 1970s boyfriend in a flashback clip). By series end, Bye was earning $1,000 to host the
episode taping and tantalize audience members with his unique humor.When the series
permanently switched to Thursday night, episode taping was changed to Tuesday night at CBS
Studio Stage 9 in Studio City, California. The audience usually appeared around 6:30pm, and
during the four to five hours of filming, they were constantly reminded to neither erupt into
uncontrollable fits of laughter nor applaud Kramer’s entrances or zany antics. Due to the
constant audience interruptions, the Seinfeld production team was often forced to use laugh
tracks to superimpose audience laughter over various episode segments that had to be reshot



later that evening without the audience being present.After the reshoot was finished in the early
morning hours, the creators, writers and cast members would congregate at Jerry’s Famous Deli
to analyze the episode and brainstorm new ideas. Naturally, the cerebral discussions often
ended in uproarious laughter as they dissected their lines and recapitulated the episode. They
even engaged in juvenile pranks such as challenging one another to order the most childish food
(for the sake of victory, health food fanatic Seinfeld was known to consume a cheeseburger,
chocolate shake and fries).Series EvolutionAn inherent fact of sitcom life was the need to adapt
to the changing television environment and audience interests. There were pragmatic concerns
and time constraints in the production of each episode that often affected content inclusion or
exclusion. Although Seinfeld remained relatively intact over the course of a decade, the series
was not immune from changes in structure and content.In the beginning, Seinfeld concentrated
on the minutiae of life with a detailed analysis of common everyday occurrences. A few
illustrations include a pony remark, purchasing a suede jacket, leaving an embarrassing phone
message, and renting an apartment. After the fourth season, the scope of examination was
expanded to broaden the scripts and create more outlandish stories, such as converting to a
new religion to impress a woman, pretending to be a marine biologist, commencing a business
venture selling raincoats, and becoming a chaperone for a beauty pageant contestant.
Notwithstanding the scope shift, the staff writers found it increasingly laborious to limit exclusive
focus on the trivialities of life. There were only so many topics that could be covered and still
keep the show novel, fresh and humorous. The broader storylines were a matter of self-
preservation so the series could remain on the cutting edge of comedy without duplicating
storylines or descending into areas devoid of humor.The other significant change in the series
was the comedy club scene. The series originally included multiple stand-up acts which were
interspersed throughout the episode to accentuate the connection between the daily activities of
a comic and the gathering of material for a comedy routine. However, as the series progressed,
each show contained less stand-up material. By 1992 the bits were limited to an episodic
introduction or reserved for closing credits. In the middle seasons, the routines were becoming
too hurried and the stand-up material was suffering so the creators decided to reduce the length
and number of stand-up routines rather than sacrifice quality. In the final two seasons, the
comedy club performances ceased, which became a significant deviation from the original
series concept. Of course, by then Jerry Seinfeld was doing all the tasks previously performed
by Larry David so he did not have the time or energy to work on comedy routines.There was one
controversial change that was urged by NBC executives but steadfastly resisted by Seinfeld and
David—romantically linking the principal characters. Avoiding this writing pitfall was always a firm
tenet of the show’s creed. Although Jerry and Elaine hooked up and were romantically involved
in one episode (“The Deal”), this only occurred because David thought the show was going to be
axed so he basically mocked NBC executives by writing a compliant script. When the network
inked Seinfeld to a full season of episodes, the Jerry-Elaine romance quickly vanished and was
never mentioned again.One major tenet of the Seinfeld philosophy was that the creators did not



want to drastically change the life of any principal character. When George was engaged to be
married, the wedding expired by season’s end via toxic envelopes because having him married
would change the entire relationship structure from single friends to life with a married couple.
Similarly, the issue of Julia Louis-Dreyfus’ pregnancies had to be addressed or concealed.
Although Elaine Benes was known to juggle many lovers, the creators did not want to change
the focus of the episodes to parenthood, nor did they want the immature, self-absorbed, neurotic
characters to become mature, responsible and committed. Any such deviation would
significantly alter the storylines and the show content would inevitably suffer. An excellent
illustration is Mad About You, which was riotous at its inception before a pregnancy and
childbirth soiled the scripts. Thus, the Seinfeld creators decided to follow the example set by
Cheers when disguising the pregnancy of Shelley Long—using various camera angles or
concealing the girth by having her carry large items, standing behind props or counters, sitting
behind a desk, or wearing multiple layers of clothing.Cast CollegialityUnlike many popular and
successful television shows, the Seinfeld set was jovial, cordial and had a familial atmosphere.
For example, during “The Rye” episode, the gang engaged in a friendly snowball fight after the
filming ceased. The set was always filled with laughter and often the live episode taping had to
be reshot to edit their noticeable and uncontrollable laughter. In fact, after each performance the
cast frequently hugged and kissed, and in the early days, they spent time at their favorite
hangout, Jerry’s Famous Deli in Sherman Oaks, California. As the show became increasingly
successful so did each actor’s career, and by series end they rarely had time to fraternize.The
cast often expressed appreciation and gratitude through various gifts and affectionate
nicknames. For instance, after taping their midseason replacement episodes, Julia Louis-
Dreyfus gave her costars answering machines so they could keep them in their dressing rooms
(a hopeful presage that the series would return for a full season). Over the years the ensemble
exchanged leather jackets, wine, Barbara Stanwyk tapes, and jewelry. The creators received
electric toothbrushes, Jerry Seinfeld was given the book Money and the Soul of the World, and
the 100 crew members received gifts (e.g., $400 mountain bike or green pleated jacket, which
Jason Alexander wore in one episode). According to Louis-Dreyfus, the cast even had pet
names for each other: Jerry was Precious, Jason Alexander was Babycakes, Michael Richards
was Chuckles, and she was Little Yum-Yum.The wrap-up parties provided additional venues for
jocularity and collegiality. After the fourth season, Michael Richards was denied access to the
party because the security guards did not recognize him. Fortunately, the cast vouched for him
so he could enter the party. For Jerry’s birthday, Jason Alexander hired a stripper to disrobe and
flirt with the series’ star. However, when Seinfeld’s mother (Betty) unexpectedly appeared onset,
the stripper donned a bathing suit to avoid embarrassing the elder Seinfeld. Ironically, afterwards
Mrs. Seinfeld commented that the stripper should have been naked! In the 1997 soirée, Julia
Louis-Dreyfus and Jerry Seinfeld puffed on cigars and used boom mikes as fishing poles while
hanging from the rafters.Another indication of the collegiality amongst the cast and crew was the
death of producer Marjorie Gross. The Toronto-born comedian was only 40 years old when she



succumbed to ovarian cancer on June 7, 1996. She entered showbiz as a stand-up comic,
gravitated toward scriptwriting (e.g., Newhart, ALF and Square Pegs), and then became a
producer of Seinfeld. In her final days, Jerry Seinfeld spent time with his coworker friend singing
her favorite Beatles tunes.In addition to cast and crew unity, the Seinfeld team extended their
camaraderie to guest actors. The cast always bent over backwards to make guests feel
welcome. They were generous and giving, frequently shared ideas and suggestions, and offered
constructive criticism. Nearly every actor expressed the same tune: working on Seinfeld was
abundantly pleasurable and the atmosphere was supreme joy. The one exception was Kathy
Griffin who expressed contempt for the cast after her appearance on the show and even created
a real-life stand-up act to berate Jerry Seinfeld.Naturally, there were some relationship tensions.
The most notable involved Heidi Swedberg. Although she had an extended recurring role on the
series, Jason Alexander eventually protested to the creators because he did not feel any
chemistry with her. Tensions slowly rose and peaked when Jerry Seinfeld and Julia Louis-
Dreyfus had a protracted scene with Swedberg. The creators and cast regulars met afterwards
to discuss their issues with Swedberg and resolve the conflict. At one point Louis-Dreyfus said, “I
just want to kill her,” and that ignited a spark in Larry David who ran with the idea. He eventually
came up with the controversial plot of having Swedberg’s character die after licking toxic
envelopes.Series Cancellation—Early Warning SignsEven as early as the seventh season there
was speculation that Seinfeld would call it quits. Contemplating its demise, cast members
pondered their future without the series. Jerry Seinfeld considered offering career seminars for
young comedians; Jason Alexander was interested in resuming his theatrical and feature film
careers; Julia Louis-Dreyfus wanted to spend time with her only child; and Michael Richards
discussed a possible one-hour comedy show with a Rockford Files twist.In the middle of the
seventh season, however, Seinfeld made a February announcement that the series would return
for one more year without Larry David, the mastermind behind the operation. Despite making
repeated claims to depart since the series inception, David was serious and followed through on
his word. He did not bask in the limelight and could not handle the pressure of success or
swarming media attention. Moreover, since the press was already clamoring about the show’s
qualitative demise, David wanted to abandon ship before the vultures claimed the
carcass.Trepidations and reverberations followed in the aftermath of David’s departure, and at
times there were noticeable lapses in quality, but the series remained the best sitcom on
television. Without David’s watchful eye and scriptwriting prowess, the remaining cocreator
expanded the creative brain trust to incorporate more staff writers into the fold. Ultimately, they
commenced the eighth season expecting it to be the last but the cast was having too much fun
(and ratings success) so they contemplated returning for another season.Contract
NegotiationsJerry Seinfeld had final say in deciding the series’ future, but also championed the
costars’ cause when they demanded higher salaries. In the eighth season, his salary
skyrocketed from $200,000 per episode (1995-96) to $500,000 (1996-97). NBC’s generosity,
however, did not extend to the costars. In contrast, during the same time frame the triumvirate



was equally paid earning $125,000 and $160,000, respectively. During the 1997 negotiations,
Seinfeld inked a deal worth $1 million per episode. His $22 million annual salary encompassed
fees as an actor, writer, and producer, plus a percentage of the show’s profits. The ensemble
was enraged so they insisted upon equal pay to the series’ star, which Seinfeld supported, but
NBC held firm at $300,000 which nearly doubled their salaries at the time. After protracted
negotiations, the costars eventually signed a two-year deal worth $600,000 per episode. With
the settlement, each costar earned approximately $1,300 per word.The costars had only one
serious concern—public backlash that would tarnish the goodwill of each actor or diminish
viewer interest in the show. The cast rationalized that they were worthy of a pay increase
because of the overwhelming success of the show. Considering the projected syndicated
revenue, NBC’s profit, and skyrocketing advertising income, everyone associated with the series
was becoming rich, except them. The ensemble did not share in any of the aforementioned
revenue so they wanted their slice of the pie before it was too late.Series CancellationThe
creators both agreed that the best time to cancel Seinfeld was at its apex. The only
disagreement was when that time would arrive. In “The Maid” episode, Jerry Seinfeld gave
George Costanza a lesson in showmanship—always keep the audience wanting more—and
followed this advice when axing the series. He always wanted to go out on top. According to
Seinfeld, in the life of a performer, the best time to exit is when the audience wants more; if you
stay too long, they will be disappointed.Although Seinfeld’s decision to terminate the series was
primarily based on this philosophical belief, other factors were at play. First and foremost, there
was abundant media criticism that the show was lagging in creativity and laughs. Seinfeld feared
interminable condemnation and an inevitable snowballing effect of negative perceptions.
Second, there was concern over his ability to conceptualize 22 original episodes that would fulfill
personal, critical, and audience expectations. Finally, the easiest decision was to follow Larry
David’s lead from two years prior by leaving the stage with a standing ovation—to end on a high-
note and bow out gracefully. Several sitcoms held on too long after their prime which tainted the
series’ perception in the annals of television history, namely Happy Days, Laverne & Shirley,
Mad About You, and Modern Family.During the winter break, NBC executives attempted to
persuade Seinfeld to return for one more season. Besides appealing to his financial concerns—
offering an unprecedented $5 million per episode—the network appealed to his ego. In mid-
December 1997 NBC gave a formal presentation, Seinfeld: A Broadcast Phenomenon, to
illustrate his dominance over every other sitcom or comedian. However, money was never an
issue. At the heart of the matter, Seinfeld felt betrayed by the series’ writers; he felt the writers
had abandoned him and were not providing adequate support. Seinfeld would have signed a
deal if the writers had come to him and requested one more year. But, according to Jerry, “Those
writers were spoiled, indulged, and overpaid.” After two contemplative days, Seinfeld called NBC
to decline the offer. On December 17, 1997 he personally met with the costars to discuss their
fate. Finally, the day after Christmas, Seinfeld publicly announced the demise of the coveted
series.With the impending Seinfeld epilogue, there was speculation about various potential



spinoffs of the series. Although viewer polls suggested Kramer as the best solo artist, the
creators considered each of the principal characters before reaching a final decision. In the end,
there was skepticism as to whether any character standing alone would be strong enough to
sustain an audience or a series, so they decided to avoid any Seinfeld spinoff that might
ultimately tarnish the image of its parent series.Jason Alexander holding a clapperboard during
filming of “The Finale” (1998)Series Finale—SecrecyAfter months of anticipation, the Seinfeld
series finale was taped over an eight-day period commencing March 31, 1998 and ending with a
tear-filled oration on April 8, 1998. The select constituency of 300 dignitaries—family, friends,
network executives, former writers, directors, technical staff members, and guest actors—were
present by invitation only. The congregation entered at 6:30pm, received an emotional
introduction by the cast, and departed at 2:30am. Since the taping lasted over a week, the
audience was shown clips of previously taped parts and only saw a few new scenes performed
live.Unlike the series finale of other megahit sitcoms, the Seinfeld swan song discouraged a
media circus by banning reporters. The secrecy of the finale equaled the tight lips inherent in the
Cheers departure a half-decade earlier. Everyone had to sign a confidentiality agreement—
audience members, cast, staff, producers, guest actors, and NBC executives—and no one was
allowed to see an entire script (even guest actors were denied information regarding motivation
for speaking their lines). The final ending was taped privately without an audience present,
multiple endings were taped, and the scripts were immediately shred after filming.Besides
guarded secrets, Seinfeld zealously protected its image and copyright interests. Paul McGuire,
NBC’s vice president of entertainment publicity, was fired for allegedly releasing Seinfeld
photographs for a book, and the following month Jerry Seinfeld withdrew his $6,000 per month
account with longtime publicist Lori Jonas after a dispute involving his appearance on the May
1998 cover of Vanity Fair.Series Finale—PromotionThe Seinfeld finale was the most hyped
television event of the decade, and also the most secretive. The creators kept a tight lip on the
script content and NBC promotional segments had to be approved by Jerry Seinfeld prior to
airing. Everything was secretive. Even NBC President Warren Littlefield was not privy to the final
ending (though he appeared in the final episode as an extra in Monk’s Cafe).The media was
banned from the information loop to encourage speculation and fuel viewership interest.
Speculation ran rampant on predicting the script finale, but only the Boston Herald newspaper
foresaw the ending one day prior to its airing. Unfortunately, because so many bogus scripts
were previously publicized, the prognostication was lost amongst the media soothsayers who
cried wolf once too often. The combination of filming secrecy and media speculation ultimately
resulted in overexposure. Fans were so inundated with Seinfeld promotions, reports, interviews,
and articles that by the time the finale aired many viewers were eager for the show to
depart.Across the country, everyone was paying homage to the highest-rated sitcom in their own
special way. New York City’s Times Square broadcast the finale; Tom’s Restaurant was reserved
by Maxim magazine which invited special guests for a private viewing; in St. Louis the episode
was broadcast on the side of a seven-story building so 5,000 fans could watch; and the Cannes



Film Festival sold tickets to view the satellite transmission in the American Pavilion.Other
television and cable networks paid respect and offered unique tributes. Nick at Nite TV Land
went off the air for two hours and merely broadcast a placard on the office door informing
viewers that they were watching the Seinfeld series finale. ABC aired Clint Eastwood’s The
Unforgiven and promoted the western by using a computer-generated clip of Eastwood shooting
a Seinfeld logo. Dharma & Greg incorporated the Seinfeld finale into their script by engaging in a
tantalizing act of public fornication that was less risqué because everyone else was home
watching Seinfeld. The Home Shopping Network sold Soup Nazi’s bisques; Judge Judy aired
the Kenny Kramer small claims case; Court TV aired the sexual harassment-wrongful
termination trial of a brewery executive fired for discussing “The Junior Mint” episode; Sci-Fi
Channel had Estelle Harris host a double feature of Psycho movies; MTV presented a
claymation deathmatch between Jerry Seinfeld and Tim Allen; and UPN aired a special with
children impersonating Jerry Seinfeld.The Internet featured daily contests, promotional events,
never-ending discussions, and constant speculation about the final script. By series end there
were more than 200 websites, created by laypersons as well as official affiliates, offering
anything from senseless information to factual intrigue about the cast and show. Local clubs
across the country had Kramer look-alike contests and Elaine danceathons. Everyone, from
other networks to pseudo-affiliates of the sitcom, was capitalizing on the hoopla. Kenny Kramer
devised a one-man farewell road show across America, entitled the Seinfeld Send-Off, to profit
one last time on his ties to the famous series. As part of the road tour, he sold his name to radio
stations that offered the highest bid and then participated in various celebratory events.Ratings
—Nine SeasonsSeinfeld was relocated to three different timeslots to increase its marginal
Wednesday night audience. NBC executives were committed to the show but their decisions
were unsuccessful in expanding the cult following. It was solely the benefit of Thursday night
broadcasts that provided the necessary exposure to increase viewership. Inevitably, the
permanent switch to Thursday night marked the day Seinfeld metamorphosed from a critically
acclaimed cult phenomenon to a universally popular cultural icon.Early Years. When The
Seinfeld Chronicles made its debut on Wednesday, July 5, 1989 few expected the series to see
another day. Despite surprisingly aloft ratings for a summertime pilot—ranked 21st out of 79
shows—the test audiences unilaterally rejected the concept, though critics were generally
positive.After nearly a one-year hiatus from its rather precarious inception, Seinfeld returned to
primetime television on May 31, 1990 with four original Thursday night episodes. The short-run
series was an unprecedented success. Seinfeld commanded its highest ratings which sparked
reverberations of its future hit potential. However, the sole reason for its success was the
timeslot because every NBC show on Thursday night was a top-10 hit.Based on its Thursday
night success, Seinfeld commenced the second season (1990-91) in January 1991 by returning
to Wednesday night, where the pilot originally premiered. However, after an 18-month absence,
Wednesday night lacked conquering programs that could whisk wind into the Seinfeld sails.
When the pilot originally aired it relied upon a solid night of programming to receive judicious



ratings—Growing Pains (12th), Hunter (16th) and Night Court (21st). In the course of just 18
months, both sitcoms hovered around 30th, and the crime drama plummeted to 50th place.The
inflated Thursday ratings were unjustified because Seinfeld laid an egg upon returning to
Wednesday night. Its ratings commenced at 42nd and slowly dwindled to 59th, while viewership
dropped from 21.6 million to 13.6 million. After four floundering episodes, Seinfeld was switched
to Thursday night and immediately soared to ninth place. For the remainder of the second
season the show was a top-20 hit and averaged 22 million viewers. Ironically, when the season
finale was aired on Wednesday night—in anticipation of continuing the success—it plunged to
44th place.When Seinfeld returned in the fall of 1991 for its first full season and 22 original
episodes, it rejoined the Wednesday night lineup. NBC’s midweek powerhouse was the top-15
drama Unsolved Mysteries, but the remaining shows hovered in the mid-40s. History repeated
itself as Seinfeld returned to mediocrity. The entire third season saw ratings drop to the mid-40s
with viewership descending 25% to 16.5 million. In the few times that Seinfeld cracked the top
30, credit belonged to a successful lead-in show that garnered ratings in the top 15. By season’s
end Seinfeld was ranked 36th with only a mediocre ratings percentage and market
share.Thursday Night Savior. At the start of the 1992 television season, ABC switched Home
Improvement (#4) to Wednesday night to bolster its frail midweek programming and directly
compete against Seinfeld. In response, NBC heavily promoted Seinfeld during the Olympics and
premiered two new August episodes to accentuate the show and increase audience exposure.
The advertising ploy worked and both Seinfeld episodes cracked the top 20 in ratings. During
the regular season, however, Seinfeld was resoundingly defeated by ABC’s family-oriented
sitcom.The future of Seinfeld indelibly changed when it was permanently moved to Thursday
night. On February 4, 1993 the show about nothing became a top-10 program but this time it
earned the ratings. Even though Seinfeld followed Cheers, by 1993 it was able to sustain an
audience, unlike the 8 million viewers that were lost in 1991. The timing was perfect; the show
had finally built a permanent, loyal audience and never looked back.In anticipation of the
upcoming 1993-94 television season, Seinfeld commenced a publicity assault to increase public
exposure and promote the show. Despite seizing the best timeslot in television—the one
vacated by Cheers—the Seinfeld creators authorized a line of greeting cards, plastered images
of the cast on boxes of Kellogg’s Low Fat Granola cereal, and Jerry Seinfeld released the book
SeinLanguage.When Cheers retired, the next four seasons belonged to Seinfeld which
remained the second-highest-ranked television program. The last two years it was the highest-
rated sitcom, and as the 1997-98 season wound down, Seinfeld was assured the top spot for the
third year in a row. Moreover, it had one of the highest-rated series finales in television
programming history. Overall, during its final five seasons, Seinfeld was ranked #3 (1993-94), #1
(1994-95), #2 (1995-96, 1996-97) and #1 (1997-98).Despite the overwhelming success,
Seinfeld was not immune to cultural criticism. The typical Seinfeld viewer was 18 to 34 years old,
Caucasian, an Easterner, and earned over $50,000. In various polls, Americans considered the
popular sitcom the funniest program on television, and unequivocally selected Kramer as their



favorite character. In contrast, the top-rated sitcom always lagged in the demographics among
elderly and minorities (ranking 68th among African-American viewers). Inevitably, the creators
were criticized for failing to incorporate minority lead roles or greater cultural diversity into the
show. In their defense, Seinfeld and David steadfastly maintained that the show was about
comedy, not appeasing the masses.Ratings—Final EpisodeInitial projections had the Seinfeld
series finale eclipsing M*A*S*H as the all-time highest-rated program, but realists anticipated a
showing comparable to the Cheers finale in 1993. With the fragmentation of society and the
prolific availability of cable networks and satellite transmissions, television audiences had
unlimited viewing options. It was no longer the three big networks; instead, there were literally
hundreds of television signals and cable networks from which to choose.When the M*A*S*H
finale garnered an unprecedented 60.2 rating (percentage of television households watching the
program) only 37% of the homes had cable television with very few channels, as opposed to
73% in 1998 with hundreds of channels. In addition, personal computers, internet surfing, and
home video games minimized the use of household televisions. Thus, when the final Seinfeld
numbers were somewhat depressed, it was not too surprising.The Seinfeld finale aired on May
14, 1998 and concluded with a 41.3 rating, 58 share (percentage of television sets in use), and
76.3 million viewers (though an additional 10 million viewers were projected to have watched the
show at parties, taverns, campuses, hotels, hospitals and military bases). This was over triple
the average Seinfeld audience of 24.4 million (when calculated over the course of its nine-year
run). However, it dwarfed in comparison to M*A*S*H (121.6 million) and Cheers (93.1
million).Preceding the finale was a 45-minute retrospective of memorable moments over nine
seasons. Although the clips were excellent cerebral stimulants of past jocularity, the outtakes
provided the most enjoyment for Seinfeld fanatics. It also offered a unique perspective on the
actors as human and fallible, and effectively illustrated the riotous and heartwarming times they
had during rehearsals. The ratings were satisfactory, with 58.5 million viewers, and it remained
the second-highest-rated program for the year.Less than a week later, on Wednesday, May 20,
1998, NBC aired an encore presentation of the finale to end sweeps week with a bang. The
Seinfeld finale stunned media experts by finishing fourth out of five programs in its timeslot that
evening, and only holding the attention of 8.5 million viewers (it ranked 55th out of 102
programs). Although most series finales have depressed ratings for the repeat episode, the
Seinfeld numbers were significantly less than expected.Impact on TelevisionThe success of
Seinfeld had a significant impact on other television shows, most notably the inflated ratings for
numerous mediocre sitcoms. Similar to Seinfeld becoming a megahit on NBC’s Thursday Night
Must-See TV, most of the programs in the adjacent timeslot received a significant spillover
audience. However, when relocated to another night of programming, very few shows could
sustain viewership.The illustrations are numerous. The most successful follow-up show was The
Single Guy, which lasted two years in the top 10 but was canceled because it could not sustain a
high percentage of Seinfeld viewers. Likewise, 3rd Rock from the Sun became a hit on Thursday
night and temporarily carried an audience to Sunday, but failed to maintain viewership on



Wednesday night when it competed against The Drew Carey Show. In fact, most of NBC’s
Monday night lineup—Suddenly Susan, The Naked Truth and Fired Up—were all products of
inflated Thursday night ratings. The only sitcoms that sustained audience interest were of
genuine quality—Frasier and Caroline in the City.Furthermore, after Seinfeld became an
overwhelming success, the series became a sitcom model for other shows to emulate and
replicate. The mid-1990s spawned numerous Seinfeld clones, such as Friends, Mad About You,
Caroline in the City, Ellen and The Single Guy. Every network, including NBC, jumped on the
bandwagon to produce a sitcom with similar characteristics and ratings success. However,
having a prototype does not guarantee success. The success of Seinfeld can be attributed to
great writing, casting, actor chemistry, and superior acting by regular, recurring and guest actors.
This simply could not be sustained by nearly every Seinfeld clone.Seinfeld is generally regarded
as one of the greatest and most influential sitcoms ever made. It has been ranked among the
best television shows of all-time in publications such as Entertainment Weekly and Rolling
Stone. In 2013 the Writers Guild of America voted Seinfeld the #2 Best Written TV Series of All-
Time (The Sopranos #1). E! Entertainment recognized the series as the “number 1 reason the
‘90s ruled,” and quoted numerous episode catchphrases that have become integrated into
American popular culture and lexicon. TV Guide named it the greatest TV show of all-time in
2002, and in 2013 it was ranked the second-greatest TV show (The Sopranos #1).Seinfeld cast
accepting one of many awardsAwards and Critical AcclaimSeinfeld was nominated for an Emmy
Award for Outstanding Comedy Series in each of its final seven seasons. The only win came in
1993, beating out its timeslot competitor, the family-oriented sitcom Home Improvement, which
was in its second season on ABC. The following year it lost to Frasier, the Cheers spinoff, then in
its first season. Seinfeld was nominated for the same award every year thereafter but always lost
to Frasier, which went on to win a then-record 39 Emmy Awards. Seinfeld received awards and
nominations in various categories throughout the mid-1990s. As one of the top television
sitcoms of the decade, Seinfeld was nominated for seven Emmy Awards (1992 to 1998), five
Golden Globe Awards (1994 to 1998), and four Screen Actors Guild Awards (1995 to 1998), and
won an Emmy Award (1993), Golden Globe Award (1994) and three Screen Actors Guild
Awards (1995, 1997 and 1998). Overall, Seinfeld earned 68 Emmy nominations but garnered
only 10 awards.Distinctive AttributesThe show’s motto “no hugging, no learning” epitomized the
nature of the scripts—no sentimentality, no public interest propaganda, no veneration to political
correctness, and no life-affirming lessons. In fact, unlike most long-running sitcoms, the Seinfeld
characters never grew, never evolved, and never matured. Conversely, Cheers had Sam Malone
confronting his sexual compulsiveness, Mad About You had the birth of a child, The Cosby
Show and Family Ties had their children growing up and entering college, and Home
Improvement’s Tim Taylor experienced a midlife crisis. The fact that Seinfeld never had touching
moments made the heart skip a beat for every NBC executive involved with the show.The
Seinfeld motto gave the writers carte blanche in character development which allowed them to
boldly pen episodes previously considered outside the box of sitcom conventionality. Character



likability and identifiability was the most important criteria for sitcoms, and the Seinfeld writers
somehow managed to create likable characters who did despicable things (e.g., dognapping,
urinating in public, and feigning disability) and unmentionable acts (e.g., masturbating,
cunnilingus, and ascertaining a man’s spongeworthiness). In one episode, Jerry even
proclaimed, “Just let me finish my coffee, then we’ll watch ‘em go slice this fat bastard up
[referring to Elaine’s ex-boyfriend].” Americans loved the show because of the brutal honesty and
self-obsessiveness of each character; they said the things we were thinking and could only
dream about saying (well, most of us) yet remained approachable and likable. It was the outward
expression of our innermost unspoken thoughts and feelings. This was a rare amalgamation of
perfect writing, acting, and delivery. Few sitcoms were able to walk such a fine line, though
Married... with Children, Cheers and Frasier accomplished this feat.Seinfeld became the only
series that could tackle the most sensitive, private, and politically incorrect issues yet remain
immune from criticism, shock and dismay. The writers tackled nearly every sexual topic (e.g.,
orgasms, ménage à trois, homosexuality, lesbianism, and casual sex), dabbled in sensitive
regions (e.g., religious conversion, criminal activities, murder parodies, and racism), and were
not shy about broaching unspeakable personal matters (e.g., constipation, flatulence, nose
picking, birth control, body odor, and restroom hygiene). They even ventured into taboo subjects,
such as the physically and mentally disadvantaged, homely infants, obnoxious elderly, the deaf
and blind, religious beliefs, communism, and even neo-Nazis. Despite stepping on many toes,
the one episode that generated the most public uproar was “The Engagement” where Elaine,
Kramer and Newman abducted a dog.Although the writers tackled controversial subjects
without offending most viewers, they made a conscious effort to respect individual groups and
knew where to draw the line. For instance, after repeated efforts to create an episode where
Elaine missed her subway stop and inadvertently took the train into Harlem, the plot never
materialized because the writer determined that any mention of addressing or allaying her fears
seemed too racist.The conscientious agenda seemed to work until the second-to-last episode
(“The Puerto Rican Day”) where Kramer accidentally ignited the Puerto Rican flag with a
sparkler and then stomped on it to extinguish the flame. Members of the community took
offense, and despite only 80 protesters, Castle Rock Entertainment issued a written apology
and agreed not to repeat the episode (though syndicated transmissions were exempt).This
marked the first time that the show’s producers succumbed to external pressure. Ironically, it
became the second-highest-rated episodic program in Seinfeld history, second only to the
series finale. Regrettably, after a history of snubbing convention and highlighting the idiocy of
human intolerance, the producers’ spineless retreat epitomized their higher regard for positive
publicity and financial success, rather than a commitment to artistic integrity, as the series
cruised into the overhyped series finale.Despite tackling sensitive issues, the controversial
aspect always seemed to get lost in the humor of the situation. Seasoning the script with
hysterics allayed the offensiveness of the content. NBC and Castle Rock had to approve all
scripts but the writing was so masterful that it artfully addressed sensitive topics without making



audiences feel uncomfortable. They accomplished this feat utilizing the art of euphemism (e.g.,
“master of my domain” to indicate masturbation abstinence), innuendo (e.g., implying a penis
when a man took it out or referring to cunnilingus as below the equator), and flagrant promotion
(e.g., mentioning orgasm 13 times in one episode or diaphragm 4 times in one
conversation).With its directorial efforts and abundant scenes, Seinfeld revolutionized the sitcom
format that had remained intact since the advent of television. The series had 20 to 25 scenes
per 22-minute episode, compared to other shows that typically had 7 to 10 scenes. This was
highly irregular because it was time consuming for everyone involved to create additional sets
and find new locations. Few thought it could be done on anything but a telefilm or big-production
movie, but somehow Seinfeld proved everyone wrong.The “Lost” EpisodeLarry Charles wrote a
script based on a real-life story of Elaine Pope, one of the series’ writers, and how she dealt with
buying a gun, or contemplating buying a gun (no one seems to remember if Pope ever
purchased the weapon). Guest stars were cast, sets were built, and production was ready to
begin. On Wednesday, December 12, 1990 the cast read a script called “The Bet” which was
also known as “The Gun” in early preproduction drafts.The main storyline had Jerry and Elaine
betting over whether she would buy a gun to protect herself in the city. Meanwhile, Kramer
returned from a vacation in Puerto Rico with a sunburn from the hotel’s malfunctioning sun bed
and claimed on the flight back he had sex with a stewardess in one of the rows of the nearly
empty plane. Jerry believed the story but George was skeptical so he and Jerry bet $100 on
whether Kramer was telling the truth. Kramer took Elaine to see his friend, Mo Korn, who was
described as overweight, greasy, slow and low-key. Mo showed Elaine and Kramer several guns
and Elaine reluctantly held a gun for the first time. At one point, Mrs. Korn asked about Kramer’s
mother, and Kramer responded, “She’s better. Her tonsils grew back.” This was a callback to
“The Heart Attack” (ep 13) where George’s tonsils grew back.Later, while riding in a car, Elaine
told George that she bought a toy gun because in her bet with Jerry, he never stipulated it had to
be a real gun. Jerry entered the car, and the trio headed off to the airport to find the stewardess
to verify Kramer’s story and determine who won the bet. At the airport, near the security
screening area, George recognized the stewardess, a beautiful red-headed woman named Lucy
Merritt. George commented that such a beautiful woman “would never have sex with Kramer
unless she has a fetish for human oddities, in which case, I might have a shot.” George
introduced himself as Ralph Flemm-er, a journalist doing a story for a magazine, and also
introduced Elaine and Jerry as his “wife Amanda and her cousin Jess.” After asking Lucy
perfunctory questions, he got to the subject of having sex with passengers. Lucy quickly ended
the conversation so George told Elaine to pull out the picture of Kramer. While rummaging
through her purse, Elaine absentmindedly pulled out the toy gun she had bought. Lucy spotted
it, screamed, and soon security guards swarmed onto Jerry, George and Elaine. In the final
scene Kramer was murmuring, clearly having sex, when the phone rang. He turned on the light,
revealing that he was in bed with Lucy. Kramer listened to George explain his predicament.
Kramer explained that he did not have $200 for bail. He then handed the phone to Lucy who



said, “Hi, Georgie. It’s Lucy. Well, you win some, you lose some.”The tension was palpable. The
cast and director, Tom Cherones, felt uncomfortable with the subject matter. Julia Louis-Dreyfus
recalled, “I read the script and I remember thinking, ‘We’re not going to do this.’” The most
controversial part of the script was a sequence where Elaine joked about the different ways
Presidents were shot, “Where do you want it, Jerry? [pointing the gun at her head] The
Kennedy? [pointing at her stomach] The McKinley?” That was just too much for Louis-Dreyfus.
Cherones and the cast went to NBC executives and they gladly agreed to stop production on the
episode, as they were wary about the concept as well. To fill the void in the production schedule,
“The Phone Message” was brought up to replace “The Bet.”Commenting on the episode, Larry
Charles stated “You know, it would have been an interesting show, but [...] we couldn’t solve the
funny problem of it. It never seemed to quite be as funny as it should be and, because of that,
the balance was off and the darkness kind of enveloped it, and it could never really emerge from
that darkness and become what it should have been. So, it was disappointing but also
understandable.”One interesting bit of trivia, if the episode had aired it would have revealed
Kramer’s first name. Instead, viewers would have to wait four more seasons before it was
revealed. This was Charles’ biggest disappointment. The character name was meant to be
Conrad, as in Conrad Birdie from Bye Bye Birdie, but it eventually became Cosmo.NBC
CensorsConsidering the creators’ willingness to delve into uncharted waters, NBC was
constantly concerned about the show’s sexual content and politically incorrect scripts. However,
the creators, especially Larry David, fought for their artistic integrity and authorial independence.
In fact, David hoped NBC censors would object, primarily to the masturbation episode (“The
Contest”), so he could quit. Instead, he used subtlety to convey the message without ever
actually saying the word. In the episode, George discussed how his mother caught him
masturbating:George: “My mother caught me.”Jerry: “Caught you? Doing what?”George: “You
know. I was alone …”Elaine: “You mean?!”George: “Uh-huh.”Kramer: “She caught you?”Jerry:
“Where?”George: “I stopped by the house to drop the car off, and I went inside for a few minutes.
Nobody was there. They were supposed to be working! My mother had a Glamour magazine. I
started leafing through it.”Jerry: “Glamour?”George: “So, one thing led to another.”After realizing
that the “M” word was never used, the executives acquiesced, and only received a few
complaints from the general viewing public.Although NBC never quelled any plotlines, they
frequently called upon the creators to compromise certain points. For example, NBC stepped in
when the creators wanted to use the word “penis” in an episode. NBC did not want the term
mentioned, so the creators substituted the word “it” to get the point across (e.g., “he pulled it out”
and “I think it moved”). Then Seinfeld raised ire by having an episode accidentally outing a
heterosexual. Although accepted today, homosexuality was taboo on television in the early
1990s. However, writer Larry Charles tactfully handled the matter by consistently and frequently
adding the tagline “Not that there is anything wrong with that,” whenever there was the slightest
indication or accusation of being homosexual. It turned offensive derision into acceptable satire.
In fact, the episode won a GLAAD/LA Media award from the Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against



Defamation for its positive portrayal of homosexuals.NBC respected the creators’ sovereignty
and rarely infringed upon their creative domain. When the creators refused to participate in a
sweeps gimmick involving a New York City blackout on November 3, 1994, executives
conceded. Although NBC laid down the rules, the creators masterfully worked the gray areas
and held firm on their commitment to excellence, never bowing to executive pressure or
politics.Product EndorsementAlthough Seinfeld producers never profited from mentioning real-
life products on their show, the series made corporate waves for its flagrant use of brand-name
products. Seinfeld originally introduced consumer products to add a touch of realism to the show
and not as a lowbrow means of compensation or to acquire corporate freebies. The producers
usually requested permission in advance to feature a product; consent was rarely refused
despite the fact that the product was usually characterized in a somewhat negative fashion.
However, the producers were cognizant of balancing the scales by also interjecting a positive
product testimonial. For instance, Jerry derided the Dockers television commercials but his
girlfriend was adamant about its ingenuity (“The Phone Message”); Jerry refused to eat a Junior
Mint which Kramer described as irresistible (“The Junior Mint”); when a neighbor criticized
Drake’s Coffee Cake as crumbly, everyone else found it delectable (“The Suicide”); and when
Babu’s brother declined a Snapple because it was “too fruity,” other guests accepted and
enjoyed the beverage.
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Caroline, “Perfect for Seinfeld fanatics. Bought as a gift for my sister and she thought it was
great. It's not really what I thought it would be- it's definitely more like a book than an
encyclopedia. She still enjoyed it, though!”

cjj, “A book about trivia from nothing. Awesome.. These pretzels are making me thirsty.The sea
was angry that day, my friends.Is it a Titleist?  Hole in one.”

Joan S., “Seinfeld book. Bought one for myself and one for a Christmas present. Everything you
want to know about any episode is in there. Can't get enough of all the characters and lines.”

Paul, “great. great”

Ebook Tops Reader, “For Seinfeld fans. This is an exhaustive study of all things Seinfeld. It
contains a ton of interesting information about the series, the stars, the characters and synopses
of all the episodes. My only criticism is that it is not very well written.”

Allison Stevenson, “Loved it!. Bought this for my mom's birthday.  She loved it!”

The book by Dennis Bjorklund has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 48 people have provided feedback.
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